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There’s a side of solar energy that few
people see – the underside. That’s where
multiple layers of ﬁlm, conductive foil,
and sealing and insulation material
combine with solar technology to convert
the sun’s rays into useable heat and power.
We support the leading providers
of solar technologies with highly
engineered and converted
ﬂexible materials to meet the
world’s growing energy needs.
This includes innovative product
design, rapid materials sourcing and
prototyping, and one of the world’s most
extensive converting capabilities.
Contact us today.
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Harvest the power of
the

Sun

Season after season,
the sun gives its light to the earth,
allowing life to bloom.
Every day a limitless crop of free,
clean energy reaches our planet.

Stiebel Eltron manufactures all the tools you
need for a successful thermal solar harvest.
And we’ve been doing so since 1976.
From our highly efficient flat plate collectors and
storage tanks to our complete line of mounting
hardware, pump stations, controllers, and
accessories, we have it all.

Stiebel Eltron is your one stop solar shop.
SOLKIT 2 includes:

2 x SOL 25 PLUS
Flat Plate Collectors

Pump station with
SOM 6 Controller

SBB 300 Plus Storage Tank

Because every installation is
different, we have a full line of
SOLKITS and mounting
hardware kits available. All
components and accessories are
available for individual sale.

Simply the Best

TOLL FREE

www.stiebel-eltron-usa.com

800.582.8423
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Reliable solar hot water performance,
sunup to sundown.
Day-in & day-out dependability — Heliodyne systems installed in the late 1970's are still running
smoothly, providing greater energy output (dollar for dollar) than any other renewable energy form.
Our featured GOBI® solar collectors are made in the USA, and come factory-tested to 300 psi, with
standard American fittings for hassle-free job-site installation. And with our proven designs and
dedicated service & support, we’re a dependable leader you can trust. Call us to learn more today.

Visit us at www.heliodyne.com, or call 1.888.878.8750 for information about us, and our products.

Heliodyne, Inc. • 4910 Seaport Avenue • Richmond, CA 94804
T: 510.237.9614 • T: 1.888.878.8750 • F: 510.237.7018
Information & Support: info@heliodyne.com
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www.heliodyne.com
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Michael Charters from Stellar Energy verifies bus
voltage inside a Blue Oak monitoring source circuit
combiner at the San Francisco Water Department’s City
Distribution Division Yard. Photo by Shawn Schreiner

SolarWorld. As renewable as it gets.
SolarWorld integrates responsibility for the entire life cycle of our
products at every step. We start by manufacturing our Sunmodules so
that they produce more energy per rated Watt than competing
products. With SolarWorld’s industry-leading 25 year warranty, that
adds up to a lot of kilowatt-hours – and a lot of avoided CO2.
American-made Sunmodules are free of toxic materials, so after 3 or 4
decades of generating clean renewable power, you can dispose of them
as you see fit. But we hope you’ll send them back to us because
SolarWorld established the world’s first cradle to cradle PV recycling
program.
To make our products any more renewable, we’d have to grow them on
trees.

1-866-226-5958
service@solarworld-usa.com
SolarWorld. And EveryDay is a SunDay.

www.solarworld-usa.com
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• Easy to Install
• Grid-Tie with Battery
Back-up
• UPS Quality Battery
Back-up
• Up to 6.0 kW of Solar
• Indoor and Outdoor
Rated
• Wall or Pad Mountable

Mike Bauer is the marketing manager for SunWize Technologies’ Distributed Power Group. His knowledge of PV system
packages comes from marketing SunWize’s grid-tied
systems and conducting in-depth research with both
dealers and end-use customers. Previously, he built green,
solar homes and gained firsthand experience designing
and installing PV systems. He lives in a home he built in
western Marin County, California, which features two solar
electric systems.

Tommy Jacoby began his career installing PV systems in
the San Francisco Bay Area. An alumnus of Solar Energy
International (SEI) and a NABCEP certified PV installer, he
has extensive experience designing, installing and servicing both residential and commercial systems. Tommy owns
Jacoby Solar Consulting based in Austin, Texas, where
he provides PV design and consultation services. He is also
a contract instructor with SEI.

Ronald Fel Jones is the owner of The Strategic Word, a
Silicon Valley, California–based communications agency
specializing in the renewable energy industry. Ron leads
a five-person creative team that manages branding,
Web development, advertising, collateral and other
strategic communications for a growing number of solar
companies, including AEE Solar, Mainstream Energy,
Independent Power and REC Solar.

Rhone Resch is the president and CEO of the Solar Energy
Industries Association. A registered lobbyist with more
than 15 years of experience working in clean energy
development and climate change issues, he previously
worked at the US Environmental Protection Agency and
the Natural Gas Supply Association. Rhone holds an
MPA in Management and a master’s degree in Environmental Engineering. He lives in a solar powered home in
Washington, D.C.

www.outbackpower.com/smartre

James Worden is the CEO and co-founder of Solectria Renewables, a Lawrence, Massachusetts–based grid-tied inverter
manufacturer. He has over 20 years of experience designing and
building PV component systems, including inverters, maximum
power trackers, PV module prototypes, arrays and complete PV
systems. In 1989 James co-founded Solectria Corp., a developer and manufacturer of electric and hybrid vehicles and components, and served as its CEO until he sold it in 2005. James
is a graduate of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

The SMART Renewable
Energy Solution.
Simplified Grid-Tie With
Back-Up Power.
The SmartRE is the newest development from OutBack
Power Systems, simplifying grid-tie solar with battery
back-up and drastically reducing installation times
compared to other battery based systems. Rated
for both indoor and outdoor installations the
SmartRE is either wall or pad mountable and
provides customers the peace of mind
that power will be available when they
need it most. For use in systems
up to 6.0 kW the SmartRE is the
SMART choice for grid-tie with
battery back-up.

www.outbackpower.com/smartre
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Perfect Balance.
MIX™ balances efficiency, wear,
and power harvest on the
Fronius IG Plus PV Inverter.

The FRONIUS IG Plus PV Inverter
For commercial and residential systems

An outstanding addition to the family, the next generation Fronius IG Plus PV inverter
builds on the solid design of the Fronius IG inverter with multiple enhancements, including:
Models from 3 to 12 KW in a single inverter
Lightweight – even the commercial size inverters
Smart, integrated MIX™ technology to maximize
energy harvest even on cloudy days
Signiﬁcantly improved efﬁciency
Integrated DC disconnect
A built-in six circuit string combiner
Field programmable to 208, 240, and 277 volts
with no loss in output power
Removable power stage for ﬁeld service
Standard 10-year warranty, upgradable to 15 years

Visit www.fronius-usa.com or call 810-220-4414 for more information on this exciting addition to the Fronius family.
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Feedback from the Field

The Positive
Just want to say what a tremendous
resource your publication has been! It
has filled a much needed niche for myself
and I’m sure other solar professionals.
Among the other trade publications we
receive, yours has the most direct
impact upon what we do.
–Tom DeBates / Habi-Tek
I really think you’ve hit the ball out of the
park with SolarPro. I’m going to end up
using a lot of the articles in our Renewable
Energy classes. The content has been
right on the mark.
–Carl Bickford / Professor of Engineering
and Renewable Energy / San Juan College

The Tech
The Q&A “Bypass Diodes Improve System
Performance and Safety” in the February/
March edition is a very good one and
helpful. However, it seems to me the three
bypass diodes shown in the figure on page
20 are drawn in the opposite direction.
–K.Y. Tsai / BizLink
First, as long as we do not get too far into
the physics of the actual PV p-n junction,
we can avoid confusion by sticking with
“conventional” current, which goes with
the flow of “holes” and opposite the flow
of electrons, from dc positive to dc negative. The key is that the current flows from
positive to negative through the load, not
through the PV cell.
Modeling the PV cell as a current
source in parallel with a diode and perhaps
some resistors, the current source actually
points from negative to positive. This direction looks strange at first, but the same is
true of the internal chemistry of a battery,
for example. Connect a load to a battery,
and the load will tell you that current is
flowing from the battery positive terminal
through the load to the battery negative
terminal. But the guy living inside the
battery will tell you the opposite: current
14
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The only attachment
flows from the negative
method I know of that
battery terminal through
allows for reroofing withthe battery plates and elecout removing the array
trolyte to the battery posirequires a racking support
tive terminal. Of course,
structure that provides at
both are correct, and that
least 3 feet of clearance
is what makes the whole
above the roof. This keeps
thing a circuit.
the modules well out of
Now look at the
Diode
Diode
Diode
the roofers’ way, but I’ve
module diagram with
only seen it done once. This
bypass diodes. Current
approach adds significant
flows from the positive
cost to the system’s engimodule terminal through
neering, materials and
the positive homerun wire
installation. The labor
to the inverter, which is
involved in removing either
the load, and back through
an attached or a ballast-mounted array is
the negative homerun wire to the negative
significant and should be avoided. It is best
terminal of the module. The same current
to replace the roof before the initial instalflows through the module from the negative
lation. If the roofing material has a 30-year
terminal through the cells (which are the
or longer service life, you will never have
source of the current) to the positive termito worry about the PV, or the roofing, until
nal. As long as the cells are in full sun, the
they both are ready to be replaced.
bypass diodes are reverse-biased—voltage
–Ryan Mayfield / Renewable Energy
on the bar side is higher than voltage on
Associates
the triangle side of the diode symbol—and
current does not flow through the diode.
If a cell or series of cells are shaded, that
Omission: In the “Flat Roof
part of the current source goes away and
Mounting Solutions” article pubthe shaded cells become more like resislished in the February/March 2009
tors, which means that the bypass diode,
issue, we overlooked the mounting
now forward-biased, is a more attractive
system manufactured by Solarpath for the current. The current bypasses
Dock (solardock.com). SolarDock
the shaded cells, going through the diode
manufactures an enclosed, vented,
instead. This prevents the flow of current
ballasted system for low slope roof
through the high-resistance shaded cells,
applications. Standard SolarDock
which in turn prevents electrical power
mounts have a 25° tilt angle, and
loss and overheating of the shaded cells.
customized mounts for 10° to
–Blake Gleason, PE / SolarPro
35° array tilts are available. The
system’s typical roof load is 5–6
Thanks for your recent article on flat roof
lbs. per square foot. The product
racking systems. I enjoyed it and learned
is ballasted only, but two differquite a bit. I have a follow-up question. If
ent attachment options are being
we are installing a PV system on a flat roof
evaluated in California. Certificathat the customer knows will need to be
tion for the attachment methods
replaced within the lifetime of the system,
for hybrid ballast and attached
does that argue more for a ballasted sysSolarDock systems is expected by
tem or for an attached system? And are
the end of Q1 2009. In addition, a
there attached systems where the racking
proprietary module grounding clip
and modules can stay in place and the
option is currently in development.
roofers could actually reroof around them?
–Walt Novash / Johnson Controls
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don’t miss the industry’s most complete
training for installers and dealers!
Designed for both experienced installers and start-ups, this powerful, multi-faceted
program provides a high value training opportunity.
|
|
|
|
|

Hands-on product training
Flexible registration options
Access to over 200 exhibitors
Networking opportunities with industry leaders
NABCEP certified sessions

SOLAR SUCCESS! TRAINING EVENT
Co-located at ASES SOLAR 2009
Buffalo, New York , May 11-14
Register at www.solar2009.org
Conergy is a full-service wholesale distributor dedicated to your success.
Whether you’re an experienced veteran or new to the industry Conergy is your
ideal partner in the exciting world of renewable energy. Our expert professionals,
dedication to our customers, value-added services, and best in class product
selection ensure that projects backed by Conergy are second to none.

and many other
premium vendors!

discOvEr sOlAr EnErgy:
www.conergy.us | info@conergy.us | (888) 396-6611
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“I was completely impressed
with the scope and vision behind
the Solar Success! Training Event
organized by Conergy. I found
every session I attended to be
highly relevant and valuable to my
business. I look forward to working
with Conergy closely in the future.”
-- 2008 Solar Success! attendee

Q&A

Technical Questions & Answers

Aerial Site Surveys Save Time and Resources

I

operate a residential solar company. I am
consuming a large amount of employee
resources performing preliminary on-site
analyses for customers who either do not
have proper solar access or do not move
forward with the project. How can I use
fewer resources and still provide the quality
service my customers expect?

A

llow me to preface my answer
by describing my experience
as a preliminary site inspector for
Austin Energy. This municipally
owned utility has a very aggressive,
yet cautious, solar rebate program.
To prequalify a site for participation
in our solar rebate program, we must
perform a preliminary shade study. A
subsequent site survey occurs at post
inspection to ensure high standards
in the installation.
When I started this position in
2006, the typical procedure was to
conduct an on-site analysis for each
Austin Energy customer expressing
interest in the solar rebate program.
A backlog of 60 customers kept some
waiting 2 to 3 months for a preliminary inspection. The process required
setting up a file, entering data into
the job log, scheduling the site visit,
producing an information packet
and driving to the site for an evaluation. Each site inspection involved
30 to 60 minutes of face time with
the customer. Austin has a lot of tree
shading, and despite our best efforts
to inform the public of solar access
requirements, many of the site analysis requests came from customers
with no solar window. Their homes
were completely shaded. There were
also many customers who were
seeking information but had little
intention of moving forward with an
installation. My entire workload was
spent accommodating feasible and
unfeasible customers, and I was still

16
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unable to keep up with the demand.
I quickly realized that we were
wasting resources on sites that had
no potential.
In order to become efficient and
maintain good customer relations, we
needed to develop new procedures.
The first step towards efficiency came
by using aerial photographs in a Geographic Information System (GIS) to
help generate the site survey. The GIS
format allowed us to create a template
for site surveys that included the aerial
image of the home and pertinent information extracted from the job log. The
City of Austin provides digital aerial
photographs produced during the
winter of 2006. These 6-inch-scale, high
resolution aerial photos offer accurate
and measurable depictions of the roof
planes, thus eliminating the need to
physically measure and draw them.

These photos are also aligned to true
North, so it is possible to calculate an
accurate azimuth for each roof plane
without worrying about declination or
magnetic interference. I took a hard
copy of the aerial image into the field to
align the photo with the roof in order to
position the shade analysis tool to correspond with the North arrow on the
aerial. This allowed me to determine
true North at the site. The aerial map
was also useful for quickly denoting
any shade obstructions by marking
their positions. Upon returning to the
office, I digitally entered the aerial
markups into the GIS tool to store
them electronically for future access.
The GIS tool along with the aerial
photographs also allowed for calculation of square footages to approximate
the amount of solar that a site could
accommodate.

Aerial site surveys Without even leaving the office and with a high degree of
accuracy, Austin Energy personnel can prequalify or exclude sites from participation
in the municipal utility’s solar rebate program, as shown in these examples. While the
City of Austin has proprietary GIS and aerial photography resources unavailable to
most solar integrators, the basic information collected and the analysis performed
here could have been completed using freeware like Google Earth.

This preliminary GIS-enhanced
process considerably reduced the time
it took to perform an on-site survey,
and the customers loved the use of
the technology as well. However, I
still wasted a significant amount of
time on visits to homes that were not
feasible for solar due to tree shading.
Bird’s-eye view images available online
helped reduce that unnecessary time
expenditure. These images show the
home at four different angles and are
taken from an airplane. The image
set for Austin was taken in the winter and gives some indication of the
approximate distance that a shadow
is thrown. By carefully studying these
images and getting the metadata to
determine when the individual photos
were taken, I developed a process that
allowed me to determine a site’s eligibility approximately 75% of the time,

without the need to travel to the site.
With previous experience using
an on-site shade calculation tool
and a good understanding of the
annual shade patterns produced
by objects on different orientations
and tilt angles of a roof plane, solar
professionals can use aerial images
to perform preliminary site assessments. It is possible to use the angled
aerial images to estimate the height
of the roof plane and the distances of
objects to determine the shading that
will be produced. Once you have identified the approximate shaded areas,
you can use the GIS tool to calculate
the solar window. It is important to
realize that this method is not as
accurate as an on-site visit, but it
allows you to perform the evaluation in a fraction of the time using far
fewer resources.

Using these methods, the response
time to a customer request is approximately 2 weeks. Austin Energy saves
time, gas, paper, risk of on-site
injury and wear on vehicles. Since
these new procedures were adopted,
customer satisfaction and customer
participation in the program have
risen. Although these procedures may
not translate directly to a contractor’s business model, I think that it
is helpful to know how successful
Austin Energy has been in streamlining its procedures. I believe that these
processes can be modified to greatly
reduce time spent on preliminary
site assessment, to allow some email
and phone consultation to take place
before a house call and to reduce
overhead required for a project.
—Tim Harvey / Austin Energy / Austin, TX /
austinenergy.com

Balance of System Products. Exactly what you need when
you need it for lower installation costs.
String Combiners, Sub Combiners, Cables, Fuses, Grounds.
600 and 1000 VDC. Made in the USA.

www.solarbos.com

For a sneak peek at our new products for 2009, simply
send an email to newproducts@solarbos.com.
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Q&A
Load Side Point of Interconnection—
Bus or Conductor Rating

I

have a subpanel with backfed PV breakers located in it. Is it necessary to apply
690.64(B)(2) from the 2005 NEC to the
conductors between the main panel and
the subpanel? Doing so nearly doubles
the conductors’ ampacity, and there is
no possibility of the conductor being
subjected to overcurrents since there are
breakers located at both ends that limit
the current it can receive.

T

he answer is yes, it is necessary to
apply 690.64(B)(2) from the 2005
NEC to the conductors between the
main panel and the subpanel. This section of the Code was written to address a
general condition in which any panelboard’s busbars or conductors might be
fed by multiple sources of power, and
where these multiple sources of power
are connected to the busbars or conductors through overcurrent devices.
When applying this requirement,
no assumptions should be made with
respect to the location of taps and the
number, magnitude and locations of
any sources or loads. No restrictions are
noted in this Code requirement as to
the particulars of any specific installation. No restrictions apply as to where
the multiple power sources might be
connected on the busbar or conductor,
and the number of overcurrent devices
are not limited. No restrictions exist
on the loads connected to the busbar
or conductor, either in terms of their
connection point or their rating of the
overcurrent device.
Many Code requirements are formulated in this manner. The requirement
is written in general terms, and then
the general requirement is modified by
additions or exceptions—restrictions or
allowances. In at least three Code cycles,
various changes and modifications were
proposed to amend the basic requirement and wording of 690.64(B)(2). But
18
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Code Making Panel 13 ruled that the
only way to protect the general busbar
or conductor—the only way that has no
restrictions—is by requiring the busbar
or conductor to have an ampacity equal
to or greater than the sum of the ratings
of all overcurrent devices supplying that
busbar or conductor.
We have seen various wiring configurations for the general, unrestricted
busbar or conductor that might allow
exceptions to the basic requirements.
These wiring configurations are discussed among inspectors, electricians
and conductor and panelboard manufacturers. As they are vetted to be safe,
proposals are made to change the NEC.
These are in the form of exceptions or
modifications to the basic requirements.
This process is not unique to 690.64(B)
(2), and similar actions have been taken
throughout the NEC.
With respect to 690.64(B)(2), if there
are only two supply overcurrent devices,
and if they are located at opposite ends
of a busbar or conductor, then even
if unrestricted loads or load taps are
added between the two supply overcurrent devices, there is nowhere on the
conductor or busbar where the currents
will exceed the rating of the largest overcurrent device. The 2008 NEC recognizes
this fact. If the two supply overcurrent devices are at opposite ends of a
panelboard busbar, the new Code says
the sum of the ratings of the busbar may
exceed the current rating of the busbar
by 20%. The assumption is made that the
actual load on the panel will not exceed
the panel rating in most residential and
commercial locations.
A related proposal is being drafted
for the 2011 NEC that would apply
to end-fed conductors that have a
restriction on their being tapped for
either loads or supplies. Unfortunately, experience dictates that plug

loads are essentially unrestricted and
unmonitored and may result in loads
higher than calculated by the installing electrician.
Consider the following information
as well. This is technical in nature and
may be subject to further investigation.
However, it gives some indication that
the Code may not be as conservative as
many think.
While the practice of connecting
supply overcurrent devices at opposite
ends of restricted conductors may be
safe, it may not be suitable for busbars
in panelboards, even though the 2008
NEC allows this. Panelboards are subject
to busbar current and thermal limitations due to the heating associated
with the thermal trip elements in the
common thermal/magnetic molded
case circuit breakers. For example, a
100 A, 120/240 V panelboard is tested
during the listing process with a 100 A
main breaker and two 100 A load breakers (one per phase) mounted directly
below the main breaker. The ambient
temperature is raised to 45°C, the input
and output currents are set at 100 A and
the temperature is allowed to stabilize.
The panel must pass this test with no
deformation of any parts. If we add a
backfed PV breaker pair, for example 50
A, at the bottom of the panel, and if we
increase the loads on the panel to 150
A, no breakers trip and no busbars are
overloaded, but the thermal load in the
panel is associated with 300 A, not the
200 A the panel was designed and listed
for. Manufacturers have stated that
these panels cannot pass UL listing tests
with excessive thermal loads.
How likely is it that increased loads
would occur at the same time as high
daytime PV outputs? No one knows,
but the possibility exists. Some inspectors report warm or hot load centers,
without PV input, that may already

be operating close to the rating of the
main breaker.
Exceptions are being proposed to
690.64 to allow more flexible installations. (Note that this section is moving
to 705.12(D) in the next edition of the
Code.) These exceptions place restrictions on or define allowances to the general conditions of an unrestricted busbar
or conductor. The restrictions keep the
various installations safe.
For example, the 2005 NEC Article
690.64(B)(2) requirement says to add
the ratings of all breakers supplying
current to the panel. This would include
the main plus all backfed PV breakers.
Assume that it is desired to combine the
outputs of two inverters in a dedicated
PV ac combining panel with two 40 A
breakers: An 80 A main breaker would be
needed. The sum of all breakers would
be 160 A, necessitating a 200 A panel
to meet 690.64(B)(2). However, if an

exception (restriction) were added that
prevented any loads from being added
to the panel, then the maximum current
that the busbar would ever see would be
limited to the sum of the PV breakers.
The panel could then be rated at 80 A or
100 A—still safe and less costly.
In summary, 690.64(B)(2) in the 2005
NEC is an unrestricted requirement
for sizing conductors and busbars. The
conductor or busbar is protected for any
combination of loads, multiple sources
or both; it is protected regardless of
the location of the loads or sources
connected to the busbar or conductor.
Nevertheless, an AHJ may certainly look
at a specific installation consisting of a
specific set of supply breakers, loads and
locations of the same and evaluate the
ampacity requirements of the conductors or busbar.
If an alternate methods and materials (AMM) approval is issued to allow a

Get THE Distinguished Mark for
Renewable Energy Professionals
Since 2003, the North American Board of Certified Energy Practitioners
(NABCEP) has been awarding professional credentials to renewable
energy installers. NABCEP’s
rigorous competency standards
for certification send a clear
message to consumers, installers, investors, and public officials that the industry stresses high quality,
safe and ethical business practices, and strong workmanship standards.

deviation from the NEC wording, then
the AMM approval might also include
instructions to the installer to minimize the possibility of future changes to
the installation that might violate the
exceptions (restrictions). For example,
a “No Loads Allowed” placard might be
required on an ac-PV-inverter-combining
panel when an AMM approval has
allowed the rating of the panel as either
the main breaker rating or the sum of
the PV breakers, whichever is greater.
Another example, being proposed for
the 2011 NEC, is to allow a conductor
fed from supply breakers at each end to
have an ampacity of the greater breaker
rating, not the sum of the breakers, when
the conductor is marked “Multiple Power
Sources—Do Not Tap” every 10 feet
where the conductor is accessible.
—John Wiles / Institute for Energy
and the Environment / Las Cruces, NM /
nmsu.edu/~tdi/

Find out how to become a
CERTIFIED INSTALLER –
visit our brand new website:

www.nabcep.org
NABCEP Solar PV or
Solar Thermal Certification

800-654-0021
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Global Solar
Energy successfully commissioned a 750 kW thin film PV
system at its Tucson, Arizona,
manufacturing facility. The
installation uses 6,600 SOLON
modules manufactured at
SOLON Corporation’s 60
MW PV module plant, also
located in Tucson. The SOLON
modules use copper indium
gallium (di)selenide (CIGS)
thin film solar cells produced
by Global Solar. This installation is the largest CIGS thin
film array worldwide. The
groundbreaking project is
financed, owned and operated
by MMA Renewable Ventures.
Global Solar is purchasing the
energy generated at the site
under a long-term financing
agreement, and Tucson Electric Power is purchasing the
renewable energy credits.

C ou r te sy m m a re n e w.c om

World’s
Largest CIGS
Thin Film
Solar Plant
Connected
to Grid
[Tucson, AZ]

Global Solar Energy / 520.546.6313 /
globalsolar.com

RIDGID RP 330 Pressing Tool
Speeds Thermal Installations
[St. Louis, MO] The Ridge Tool Company introduced an
updated RIDGID RP 330 pressing tool as an alternative to soldering copper tubing. The tool is offered in
a corded model (RP 330-C) and a battery operated
version (RP 330-B), which utilizes an 18 V lithium-ion
battery to allow more connections per charge than
earlier models. Both versions make quick connections. The RP 330 has a 270° jaw rotation and a flattened top, permitting better accessibility in confined
areas. Indicator lights provide easily understood signals for the tool’s performance, and an audible signal
indicates the pressing cycle’s completion. ProPress
fittings are more expensive than solder fittings, and a power pressing tool
with a set of jaws can set you back $2,000 or more, but the system is a time saver.
The RP 330 presses 0.5-inch to 4-inch joints and is compatible with all standard
RIDGID pressing jaws. A three- or six-jaw kit is available for both models.
RIDGID / 800.474.3443 / ridgid.com
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Onset Computer Corporation Announces
Free Trial Version of HOBOware Pro 2.7.1
[Bourne, MA] With HOBOware Pro, analyzing data collected with
Onset’s popular line of HOBO data logging equipment is more
convenient than ever. HOBO products are a cost effective approach
to simple on-site data collection for system performance checks,
troubleshooting or logging environmental conditions such as irradiance and temperature. HOBOware Pro version 2.7.1 includes a
graphical interface for formatting graphs and data analysis. The
software supports export of data to Microsoft Excel or other ASCIIcompatible programs and is compatible with both PC and Mac
operating systems. The trial version enables users to test drive the
full capabilities of the software for 30 days. HOBOware Pro costs
$89, and volume discounts are available.
Onset Computer Corporation / 800.564.4377 / onsetcomp.com

SOLYNDRA Develops Cylindrical CIGS
Modules for Flat Roof Applications
[Fremont, CA] Founded in 2005, SOLYNDRA has brought a unique,
cylindrical thin film module and a dedicated mounting system to the
commercial low slope roof market. The modules are manufactured with
a proprietary CIGS technology, and UL listed product began shipping
in Q2 2008. SOLYNDRA’s cylindrical design captures direct, diffuse and
reflected sunlight. The module and mount assemblies do not require
roof attachments or ballast, and together create a minimal roof load of
only 3.3 lb/ft2. The module and racking system is certified for 138 mph
wind speeds without ballast or attachments, due in part to the space
between the cylindrical modules that allow airflow and minimize wind
loading. Installed capacity is currently limited to 15 systems in the 20
kW to 150 kW range,
but both a 500 kW and a
1 MW project are under
construction. This
will be an interesting
product to watch.
SOLYNDRA / 877.511.8436 /
solyndra.com

AEE Solar Offers
Rennsteig Crimper
Set for MC and
Tyco Connectors
AEE Solar is known
for offering one of the most diverse
wholesale equipment inventories. Case
in point: the Rennsteig crimping tool
set. The crimper set comes with three
die-sets and three pin positioners for
crimping MC Solarline 1 and 2 and
Tyco SolarLok connectors for 14, 12
and 10 AWG conductors. Installers no
longer need to carry multiple tool sets
for assembling module cabling in the
shop or in the field.

[Redway, CA]

AEE Solar / 800.777.6609 / aeesolar.com
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One Issue—Three Viewpoints

Thin Film PV Market Share Increasing

I

C ou r te sy sola rc ity.c om

nstalled capacity, manufacturing
capacity and investment in thin
film solar technologies are all on the
rise. According to the Prometheus
Institute, global thin film market share
is rising annually—from 8% in 2006
to 10% in 2007 to 14% in 2008—and
even bigger gains are projected in the
near future. What market conditions
and product applications account
for this trend? What specific characteristics of thin film photovoltaics
support this market expansion?

Challenges on the Path to
Scalable Platforms
Stefan Dietrich /
Q-Cells / Thalheim,
Germany / q-cells.com
Everything we do in the solar industry
right now has to do with meeting our
overarching goal: rapid cost reduction.
Thin film technologies are being
developed to speed up that process. With
their relatively low material input and few
production steps, they have an enormous
potential for cost reduction. Where there
is ample space and sunshine, thin film
technologies are a real option, even if
module efficiency is lower. That makes
thin film photovoltaics an interesting fit
for utility scale applications in markets
like southern Europe and the US.
Another feature that will help
advance a larger thin film market is
aesthetics. With their homogeneous
and often nearly black appearance, thin
film modules—especially those using
copper indium gallium (di)selenide
technology (thankfully known as
CIGS)—are a perfect match for building
integrated PV applications. BIPV is certainly one of the future growth markets
for solar. Thin film modules that can
22
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Aesthetic appeal While utility scale projects make up most of the installed
capacity for First Solar’s CdTe thin film PV modules, SolarCity finds that the
frameless, black modules also appeal to homeowners.

turn glass facades into power plants
may help reconcile two old enemies:
architects and PV designers.
The markets for thin film technologies will definitely grow, at least
within the foreseeable future. However,
thin film is complementary to crystalline PV technology. There is no
imminent “changing of the guard,” as
some proponents of thin film technology do not tire of claiming.
The potential for further cost
reduction in crystalline silicon PV
manufacturing is far from exhausted.
New high efficiency cell concepts, new
or optimized production processes
and economies of scale all work in
favor of this technology. It is an open
race towards cost reduction and grid
parity—and that is good for all of us.
Bringing the industry forward and
reaching grid parity are common goals
of both technologies.
One key factor that will determine
the success of thin film technologies
is the need for a scalable platform.

The growth potential is enormous,
but nearly all of the players in the
market still have to manage scalability.
For some, this might prove to be an
insurmountable hurdle. So what do we
need to do to successfully master that
challenge?
Access to raw material is no
problem, so far. This potential issue
must not be underestimated for
the future, however. Access to intellectual property and key production
equipment are more important at the
current stage of development. Basically,
this can be handled in two different
ways. On one hand, proprietary technologies can be developed in house; on
the other, manufacturers can purchase
so-called turnkey factories.
Large technology players, companies that have already proven
themselves in other fields, often supply
these turnkey factories. At first glance,
this appears to deliver a scalable way
forward. Experienced external suppliers can c o n ti n u e d o n pa g e 2 4

3-phase
provide much needed ramp-up
support. They may also offer lessons
learned from other turnkey fabrication
plants developed by the same supplier.
This kind of support can help meet the
challenges of upscaling a technology
platform. The counterarguments,
however, cast a cloud on this picture.
Such a solution has a relatively high
monetary cost associated with it. The
manufacturer is dependent on the
supplier, and opportunities to further
improve the technology in house are
limited. In this light, turnkey solutions
provide no competitive advantage.
Why not just build a better, more
scalable platform in the first place?
The potential reward is higher with
in-house development of proprietary
technologies, but so are the risks.
For starters, you do not know if your
solution is better until you have
finished developing and commercializing the technology. A company
that is confident enough might prefer
this choice. But a “no risk, no fun”
approach is not to everyone’s liking,
especially when other people’s money
is involved.
The logical conclusion to these
thoughts is unsatisfactory, but
unavoidable: There is no silver bullet
when it comes to scalable platforms.
Entrants to the thin film field will have
to decide for themselves what path is
best, and there is no guarantee that
the chosen way will be the right one.
But, of course, that is all part of the
excitement, is it not?

Thin Film Technologies
Offer Both Performance and
Cost Advantages
David Kirkpatrick /
enXco / Escondido, CA /
enxco.com
EDF Energies Nouvelles, including its
North American subsidiary, enXco, is
24
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excited to be involved with the growth
of the thin film photovoltaic industry
as an investor in thin film manufacturing, a strategic buyer of panels and
a developer and owner of PV projects.
As a publicly owned renewable energy
company with over 20 years of experience in the wind industry, enXco
participated firsthand in the dramatic
cost reduction of wind systems and the
corresponding growth in the industry.
Today’s wind turbines are 10 times
larger than turbines deployed in the
1980s but generate approximately
40 to 50 times as much energy as
older models, enabling dramatic cost
reductions per MWh produced. We are
excited to help drive a similar pattern
in PV technology evolution, in which
less material is being used for greater
output, leading to significant cost
reductions for solar power.
This thin film evolution is taking
place under many desirable market
conditions. First, European markets
have provided sufficient feed-in tariff
rates to spur growth and investment
in the solar industry. Here in the US,
Congress recently passed an 8-year
extension of the investment tax credit,
providing long-term policy support.
In addition, many states, such as
California and New Jersey, have implemented significant solar programs of
their own to drive demand. There also
appear to be growing levels of support
for policy initiatives promoting a
national renewable portfolio standard
and carbon taxes, which both would
promote solar demand. Finally, utilities’
need for additional energy during peak
demand periods coincides well with
solar generation, making the energy
produced more attractive to buyers.
Thin film systems have many
advantages in the marketplace, which
account for their rapid growth. Thin
film photovoltaics have two significant
technical advantages over traditional
crystalline systems. First, thin film has
better low light production characteristics. Second, it has a more attractive

temperature coefficient, minimizing the
impact of high ambient temperatures on
energy production. In our experience,
these advantages enable thin film to
produce 5%–10% more energy than
traditional crystalline systems on a
megawatt-to-megawatt basis. However,
the primary advantage for thin film lies
in its considerable cost reduction.
The solar industry’s long-term
growth is dependent on its ability to
significantly reduce costs. In Germany
and California, which both actively
support solar, tariff levels are expected
to drop, continually requiring companies to determine ways in which
to reduce costs year after year. Thin
film is able to achieve costs far below
crystalline technologies due to lower
material inputs and high-throughput
manufacturing. Many thin film companies have stated they will be able to
sell panels for about $1.50/watt in the
near future as compared to a market
that has historically sold panels for $3/
watt or more.
While thin film systems enjoy many
advantages, there are still challenges
to overcome. The capital costs to build
efficient large scale manufacturing
facilities are substantial, requiring
public or private equity investments
to fund this growth. This capital is
more difficult to obtain in today’s
financial markets. In addition, thin
film companies need to transition
from pilot production lines to efficient
commercial factories with high
manufacturing yields, to maintain
tight standard deviations on panel
efficiencies and to continuously drive
up panel efficiencies. Balance of
system design is also critical, as the
impact of low cost thin film modules
is diminished if all other costs associated with a PV system are overpriced.
Thin film panels further suffer from
lower module efficiencies (7%–11%)
than crystalline systems (13%–18%)
requiring more surface area and correspondingly higher material costs for
racking, wiring, c o n ti n u e d o n pa g e 2 6

I first used Trojan batteries as an end user and stayed with them when
I started my own solar business. I install Trojan batteries because they
are durable and easy to maintain.

~ David Verner , Adirondack Solar

Now the Best is even BETTER!
With over 80 years of experience, Trojan Battery – the most trusted name in deep cycle technology – took
the best performing batteries in the industry and made them even better.
Introducing the NEW RE Series – batteries optimized to deliver superior performance and excellent
charge efficiency in renewable energy (RE) applications such as solar/photovoltaic, small wind and
micro hydro.
• DuraGrid™ technology provides a 10-year design life and excellent charge efficiency
• Maxguard® XL Advanced Design Separator extends life and lowers overall maintenance costs
• Alpha Plus® paste formulation promotes longer life and optimum performance
• Polyon™ – our ultra-rugged case design stands up to the harshest of environments
• High capacity 2V battery – our new 2 volt battery minimizes battery connections and lowers
installation cost
• 7-year limited warranty
Trojan batteries are available worldwide through Trojan’s Worldwide Master Distributor Network and
major Renewable Energy Wholesalers.
For more information contact Trojan Battery Company at 800-423-6569 or visit our website at
www.trojanbattery.com/RE.

Receive your FREE Technical Brief on Deep Cycle Gel Technology:
visit our website at www.trojanbattery.com/RE008.
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etc. Finally, many thin film products
currently do not lend themselves to
successful tracking solutions, which
could further increase production and
decrease the cost per MWh produced.

Thin Film Reduces Cost
per kWh Produced
Peter Rive / SolarCity /
Foster City, CA /
solarcity.com
SolarCity has become obsessed with
affordability. We continually seek new
products and technologies that can
lower the installed cost of solar power
and have been evaluating a number of
thin film technologies since 2006. Thin
film PV technologies have developed
a reputation for cost effectiveness—
deservedly so. However, conventional
wisdom in the industry contends that
since its conversion efficiency is typically
less than that of crystalline silicon, thin
film is not appropriate for the residential
and small commercial applications that
comprise the bulk of our business. After
taking a close look at the economics,
aesthetics and performance of cadmium
telluride thin film technology from First
Solar, one of the world’s biggest suppliers,
we determined that at least in this case,
conventional wisdom might be wrong.
Some in the industry have what
we believe to be a misplaced fixation
with efficiency. A significant amount
of manufacturer research and development spending goes into improving
panel efficiency. Not coincidentally, the
industry has managed to produce some
highly efficient, if relatively expensive,
panels in the last few years. Efficiency
is important to consider if you are
dealing with extremely limited roof
size. But the most important measure
of solar technology is the cost per kWh
produced. While efficiency is one of
many factors driving the cost per kWh
of delivered PV energy, it does not tell
the whole story. We examine entire
26
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systems to identify opportunities for
improvement. Generally speaking, thin
film modules have lower conversion
efficiencies than other solar technologies. If thin film is able to deliver a
lower cost per kWh, though, and thin
film systems fit on most rooftops, does
its conversion efficiency really matter?
As part of our due diligence process
with First Solar, we wanted to know
what portion of our customer base in
particular could be accommodated by
its thin film technology. We analyzed
a random sample of 50 residential jobs
to determine if First Solar modules
would work. Not surprisingly, we
found that we would need to design
larger systems—in terms of array
area—with the First Solar modules to
deliver the same energy production
of polysilicon or monosilicon panels.
Perhaps more importantly, though,
we also found that the majority of the
rooftops we analyzed—more than 40
out of the 50 surveyed—could support
the larger array area necessary without
complication.
Ultimately we decided to move
forward with thin film. As we began
installing, we wondered if the larger
systems might create an aesthetic
concern, but the reality was quite the
opposite. Many customers loved the
sleek, black, reflective-glass aesthetic of
the First Solar modules, and some specifically requested them. In what might
be considered the ultimate aesthetic
endorsement, Extreme Makeover: Home
Edition tapped us to install a thin film
system on one of its famous remodels.
First Solar was generous enough to
donate the modules.
From an engineering perspective,
First Solar panels are quite different
from conventional crystalline modules
in several ways. They are smaller, have
higher voltage characteristics and have
no aluminum frame. The modules’
85 V open circuit voltage means that
installers will need to design systems
with more strings than they are used to.
But the frameless modules themselves

do not require any grounding; just
the metal racking parts need to be
grounded. Because the modules are
made of glass and have no frame,
they require mounting hardware that
includes clamps with elastomeric
linings. The modules present a bit of a
learning curve for residential installers,
but that is to be expected when any
technology is used in a new application.
First Solar may not be representative of all thin film manufacturers
in some respects. Its modules deliver
better performance in the ambient
light of dusk and dawn to mitigate
the efficiency disadvantage, and they
perform better at higher temperatures
than other modules. In addition,
First Solar’s comprehensive recycling
program should become the industry
standard. But First Solar modules share
a common feature with all thin film
technologies: extremely low manufacturing costs. First Solar has the most
compelling plan we have seen to reach
the solar industry’s holy grail of universal grid parity.
Electricity is a commodity, after all.
Most homeowners and businesses will
select solar only if it is as affordable
as the alternative, particularly in the
current economic environment. The
federal investment tax credit (ITC),
along with utility based incentives
driven by renewable portfolio
standards, has allowed us to achieve
a form of grid parity in some locations,
such as California and Arizona. The
hope for the next several years is
that further system cost reductions
will spread grid parity nationwide.
However, the existing ITC will expire
in 2016, and many local incentives are
being phased out or gradually reduced.
The industry needs a clear path to
universal, nationwide grid parity
without incentives. We have our work
cut out for us. Thin film’s relatively
low manufacturing cost may provide
a big part of the solution. That, more
than anything, is the not-so-secret
reason for its success.
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Strategies for Making
Common Connections
in PV Power Circuits

It All Together
By Tommy Jacoby and David Brearley

A

s h a wn s c h re in e r. co m

s defined in the National Electrical Code Article 690.2 a photovoltaic power source is “an
array or aggregate of arrays that generates dc
power at system voltage and current.” Additional definitions clarify that at least three
dc circuit types may be present in the PV power source for
a grid-tied PV system, defined as photovoltaic source circuit,
photovoltaic output circuit and inverter input circuit. While
these terms are self-explanatory to many industry veterans,
terminology common in the field may vary.
The photovoltaic source circuit, for example, is defined
as “circuits between modules and from modules to the common connection point(s) of the dc system.” In practice, PV
source circuits are commonly referred to as strings or simply
as source circuits. PV output circuits are often referred to as
array circuits. The “common connection point(s) of the dc
system” are multiple and varied, as reflected by the nomenclature—combiner boxes, recombiner or subcombiner boxes
and so on. In some cases, connection points occur at dc disconnects that are inverter integrated or even external to the
inverter. In this article we discuss the location and form of
these common connection points and the intelligent use of
the equipment options available to PV system designers and
installers.

Common connection point PV source circuits are connected
in common at a SolarBOS combiner box at Riverdale High
School, in Riverdale, CA. SPG Solar designed and installed
the PV system for Honeywell, a provider of energy service
solutions.

IDENTIFIED AND LISTED FOR THE APPLICATION
Although equipment for making common connections is
often anonymously aggregated under the heading “balance of
system components” (BOS), the 2008 NEC requires that source
circuit combiners be “identified and listed for the application.”
So from a Code point of view, a combiner box is treated no differently than a PV module or a grid-direct inverter.
Prior to the 2008 NEC, it was not uncommon for PV
installers to build their own PV source circuit combiner
boxes. Many of these custom built combiners utilized high
quality components that were properly rated for their application. However, while the individual components may have
been listed, identified and even used properly (given the
environmental conditions, system voltage and current, and
so forth), the final product itself was not identified and listed
as an assembly. Further, not all site built combiners included
properly rated components.
John Berdner, groSolar VP of technology, notes that the
use of plastic enclosures for combiner boxes is a common
mistake. “Solar systems should be designed for a minimum
life of 30 years,” Berdner observes, “so enclosures should be
metallic or fiberglass. Plastic degrades when exposed to sunlight. It gets brittle and will fail.” This is precisely the sort of
scenario that NEC 690.4(D) seeks to avoid.
For companies accustomed to building their own combiner boxes, the NEC requirements may seem unnecessary
and inconvenient. But having combiner boxes independently tested and listed is in the best long-term interests
of the PV industry. For example, AMtec Solar, a leading
manufacturer of combiner and recombiner boxes, produces industrial grade equipment that is rated to UL 1741.
In fact, the company goes one step further by building to a
solarprofessional.com | S o l a r P r o
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Do not touch! Finger safe busbars, as shown in this AMtec
Solar recombiner, are not required by UL 1741 at present.
Experts we talked with expect changes to the standard to
require this feature in all combiners in the near future.

standard it anticipates UL 1741 will require of all combiner
boxes in the future: silkscreened labeling, touch safe fuse
holders, oversized output lugs, labeled torque values, busbars supported with large insulators and finger safe covers
over all live busses. This approach gives AMtec Solar confidence that its products will last as long as a PV installation itself and be just as safe. As Tom Willis, sales manager
at AMtec Solar, points out, “The combiner box is just as
important as the inverter; if the combiner box fails, so does
the system.”
DEFINITIONS: IDENTIFIED AND LISTED
The authors of the NEC have a very specific intent in requiring combiner boxes that are “identified and listed for the
application.” This is clarified in Article 100, which provides
specific definitions. When the term identified is applied to
equipment, for example, the equipment is recognized as
“suitable for the specific purpose, function, use and environment.” Per the fine print note that follows, “investigation by
a qualified testing laboratory” is one of the main ways that
products are evaluated. This process is expanded upon in
the definition of listed. Equipment is considered listed when
it is “included in a list published by an organization … that
maintains periodic inspection of production of listed equipment … and whose listing states that … the equipment … has
been tested and found suitable for a specified purpose.”
Embedded in this rather long definition of listed is a
clause stating that the organization publishing the list shall
be “acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction” (AHJ). In
general, Underwriters Laboratories (UL) is the entity responsible for defining equipment listing and evaluation criteria
in the US. But other independent testing agencies—like
30
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Intertek, the company that offers the ETL Listed Mark—can
test to UL standards. Markings such as CSA or CE indicate
that testing is performed to international or European standards. While these may meet or exceed UL standards, any
electrician will tell you that it is unlikely that these listings
alone will satisfy an AHJ in the US.
The combiner products that we discuss in this article and
detail in the tables on pages 46 and 48 are listed by either UL
or ETL or have pending listings. Many but not all of the products are correspondingly marked for use in Canada. Integrators there should verify the listing details for each product
carefully or verify product acceptability in advance. Also,
not all of the products we cover are currently listed to the
same UL standard. This is a result of changes taking place in
the industry to meet NEC 690.4(D), which requires that all
combiners be listed to UL 1741, the safety standard for distributed generation equipment. Previously, some combiner
boxes were listed to UL 508A, the safety standard for industrial control equipment. This does not necessarily mean that
an AHJ will not accept inventoried combiner boxes that are
listed to UL 508A. It does mean, however, that the practice of
listing combiners to UL 508A is being eliminated.
COMING TO TERMS WITH COMBINERS
One of the main benefits that a combiner provides PV system
integrators has nothing to do with connection points, our main
focus in this article. Because PV source circuit wiring consists
of expensive single conductor cable, installers often transition
to less expensive wire that is protected in conduit or some other
raceway. While this basic function does not require a combiner
per se, often the switch happens in a combiner box. In many
1 kW to 3 kW grid-direct PV systems, there is no need for connecting PV source circuit conductors in common prior to the
inverter or dc disconnect. This is the case in an array design that
calls for a single series string of modules, for example. Often a
junction box is installed in these systems, but it is not used to
combine circuits. c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 3 2
Transition box
Even on commercial projects,
like this SPG
Solar installation
for the Gundlach
Bundschu Winery,
there is a need
to transition from
USE-2 in free air
to THWN-2 in
conduit without combining
circuits.

Solar Flat Plate Collectors
• 25,000, 50,000 & 75,000 Btu/day
(SRCC Cat. C)
Universal mounts for ﬂush roof or
ground mount.
• Durable, 1/8”, low iron tempered glass.
• Selective crystal coating absorber coating.
• Attractive bronze extruded aluminum frame.
SRCC certified and listed.
• 10-year warranty.

SolarCon™ Storage Tank
• 50, 80 & 119 gallon tanks with lower heat
exchanger coil and electrical element for
backup heating.
• 4,500 watt, UL listed backup element
with aquastat.
• 80 & 119 gallon tanks with lower heat
exchanger coil and upper heat exchanger
coil for boiler backup heating.
• Durable porcelain enamel lining, with
protective cobalt.
• Heavy gauge powdered coated steel
outside jacket.
• Dual heavy-duty anode rods protection.
• Thick 2” non CFC foam insulation.
• 6-year warranty.

SolarFlex™ Insulated Flexible Stainless
Steel Piping
• 3/4” x 50 feet continuous coil.
• High temperature EPDM insulation UV resistant.

• 6-year warranty.

iSolar™ Differential Temperature
Controller and Solar Station
•
•
•
•
•
•

LCD user friendly graphic display.
Variable pump speed control.
Collector overheat protection.
Storage tank cooling.
kWh energy measurement.
Adjustable delta T function.

• Fill and purge plus safety valves.
• Temperature and pressure gages.
• Three speed pump, UL listed.
• 4-year warranty with authorized installer.

SOLAR WATER HEATING SYSTEMS
Caleffi Solar offers five complete, integrated Solar Water Heating Systems that makes the most of the sun’s
abundant energy. The systems are engineered of highly reliable components that work together to ensure
superior system performance. As an added benefit, having all the components from one manufacturer
provides the advantage and convenience of reducing system planning and installation time. Caleffi’s Solar
Water Heating Systems can be installed quickly, with “plug and flow” components that are ready to screw
together, without lighting a torch for soldering. All mounts, fittings, connectors and pre-mix glycol included.
With their simple, reliable, environmentally friendly technology, the systems are suitable for all homes and
geographic areas.
Contact your local distributor for more information.

Caleffi North America Inc. - Milwaukee, WI - Tel 414.238.2360 - sales@caleffi.com

CALEFFI SOLAR SOLUTIONS

www.caleffi.us
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We will refer to the simplest tool
will be located inline with the
available to installers for this purPV negative conductors. In a
pose as a transition box. As the term
system using a transformeris used here, a transition box is an
less inverter, the ungrounded
appropriately rated enclosure conarray will have OCPDs protaining appropriately rated lugs or
tecting both the positive and
terminals that serve the sole purpose
negative conductors.
of transitioning between PV Cable or
Having described the attriUSE-2 single conductor in free air to
butes that most combiners
THWN-2 or equivalent in conduit.
share, we can now draw disThis definition points out by contrast
tinctions. There are two main
the other important functions that
types of combiners: combiner
most combiner products provide.
boxes and recombiner boxes.
In addition to allowing for wire
These products are distintypes to transition, a combiner is
guished by where they fall in
generally also a place in a PV system
the PV system. A combiner
where wire size is increased. Series
for PV source circuit conducelectrical connections increase volttors is defined as a PV source
age; parallel electrical connections
circuit combiner box. In genC ou r te sy sola r bos.c om
increase current. Increasing cureral, however, these are simply
rent requires using conductors with Recombiner box Output from multiple combiner
called combiner boxes, so when
higher allowable ampacities. Tran- boxes can be connected at recombiner or subcom- we refer to a combiner box, we
sition boxes could also be used to biner boxes like the SolarBOS Array Combiner.
are specifically referring to the
increase wire size in a PV system, for
source circuit combiner box.
example to account for voltage drop in a long wire run. How- When we refer to combiners or combiner products, we mean
ever, while wire size may occasionally increase at a transi- the general category of equipment in all its forms.
tion box, this is often unavoidable at a combiner. In combinThe second main type of combiners is a recombiner, also
ers, increasing the available current requires increasing the referred to as an array combiner or subcombiner. In large
circular mils of copper downstream from the point of com- PV systems, multiple combiner boxes are often necessary,
mon connection. Very often increasing the available current and the outputs of these combiner boxes may need to be
requires overcurrent protection.
combined again—recombined—before reaching a central
Veteran designers and installers are well aware that one- or inverter. We use the term recombiner whenever PV output
two-string array configurations—when used with an inverter circuits are combined in the field, external to the inverter.
that is certified not to backfeed fault current from the grid to Where inverter input circuits are combined internal to
the dc side of the system—do not require series string overcur- the inverter, we refer to this common connection point
rent protection. No source of fault currents exceeds the series as a subcombiner. In practice, these terms are often used
fuse rating of the modules. In some cases, even a three-string interchangeably.
array configuration will not require an overcurrent protecBoth recombiners and subcombiners share the features
tion device (OCPD) in each series string. Designers have to do we discussed earlier. They accommodate an increase in wire
the math to make that determination. (To better understand size, or, in the case of a subcombiner, a transition to the
PV source circuit overcurrent protection requirements, refer inverter dc input busbar, and they incorporate OCPDs for
to John Wiles’ Q&A, “Series String OCPD Requirements for conductors. Combining PV output or inverter input circuits
Grid-Direct Inverter Applications,” December/January 2009, requires overcurrent protection whenever the combined
SolarPro magazine.) Systems combining more than three fault current available at the busbar exceeds the ampacity
series strings require overcurrent protection.
of the upstream conductors. Placing these fuses internal to
Besides serving as a location to transition between wire or external to the inverter are just two of the many options
types and sizes, most combiners will therefore include available to PV system integrators.
overcurrent protection for ungrounded source circuit conductors and, on more complex systems, for the PV output OVERVIEW: COMMON COMBINER APPLICATIONS
conductors as well. In most cases, the OCPDs in a combiner Combiner products exist for three main PV applications:
protect the PV positive conductors, but not always. In a residential grid-direct PV systems; PV systems with battery
positively grounded SunPower system, for example, OCPDs banks, be they off-grid or utility interactive; and commercial,
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RESIDENTIAL GRID-DIRECT PV SYSTEMS
Perhaps the first question that designers and installers of residential grid-tied PV systems should ask is, “Do I even need a
combiner box?” Many systems in the 1 kW to 3 kW size range
may not. These are relatively high dc voltage applications,
after all, with an approximate operating voltage between 300
Vdc and 500 Vdc, and a maximum open circuit voltage of 600
Vdc. The operating current in a system this size is often in
the 5 A to 15 A range, and the available fault current is often
in the 0 A to 10 A range, before any multipliers are applied.
Clearly, a one-string array design does not require a combiner box. A small NEMA 4 enclosure located on the roof
and containing Polaris connectors will suffice to transition between PV Wire in free air and THWN-2 in conduit. In
many cases, a rooftop transition box will also accommodate
two-string array designs. This can be accomplished in a code
compliant fashion with the proper components.
System without combiners. Consider a 3,150 W PV array
made up of 18 SolarWorld 175 W mono Sunmodules that
will be interconnected to the grid using a Fronius IG Plus
3.0. The Fronius Configuration Tool recommends an optimal
array configuration of nine modules per series string and
two strings in parallel. While the Fronius IG Plus inverters
feature integrated PV source circuit combiners, the installer

sh a wn sc h re i ne r. c o m

industrial or other large grid-direct PV systems. A wide variety of products can accommodate a range of applications;
see the tables on pages 46 and 48 for details.
It is useful to examine some design and installation
options for combiner products in these three contexts. It is
also, however, a somewhat artificial exercise, and readers
should keep this in mind. As long as the component’s listing is maintained in the specific application, there is no reason why one product could not serve all three applications.
At the same time there are certain products that will commonly be found in only relatively low voltage battery-based
applications, for example, or in only relatively high current,
high voltage grid-direct applications.
Also keep in mind that the examples in this article are
intended to suggest the wide range of ways that combiners
may be properly deployed. There are many creative and convenient ways to use combiner products. These examples are
not comprehensive, nor are they exclusive of other solutions.
In fact, the best solutions are specific to your application. In
some cases this involves getting the best use out of an offthe-shelf product; in other cases this may mean placing a
custom order.
Whatever your application, all of the products used
in these examples are included in the companion table,
as are many more products for designers and installers to
choose from. (See Resources for all manufacturers’ contact
information.)

Proper grounding NEC 250.97 requires grounding metal
raceways for circuits over 250 V to ground. In this case, a
bonding bushing is used to properly ground the metal conduit
leaving this fiberglass combiner box enclosure from Blue Oak
PV Products.

must provide series fuses to meet the specific application.
The inverter ships with a conductive slug installed in each
fuse holder, and each dc input terminal is rated for up to 20 A.
Even in this simple system a wide range of wiring options
are available. These include bringing two pairs of USE-2
off the roof—in conduit, of course—down to the inverter.
This would not be most installers’ first choice. Alternately,
the USE-2 can be transitioned to two pairs of THWN-2 in a
transition box; the THWN-2 is then used for the homeruns
off the roof.
In both these cases, two pairs of conductors are run all
the way to the inverter. But it is also possible to design a twostring array in which only one pair of conductors is landed
in the inverter. Not long ago most grid-tied PV installations
required a dc service disconnect that was external to the
inverter, simply because this feature was not included in
the inverters themselves. This has changed significantly in
recent years, but veteran designers are familiar with using
a 30 A, 600 Vdc heavy duty safety switch from Square D, the
HU361, to combine two series strings coming off the roof
prior to the inverter. This is made possible by a listing specified in the Square D data bulletin “Direct Current and Photovoltaic Systems.”
Per this data bulletin, Square D’s 30 A, 60 A and 100 A
heavy duty safety switches are listed for use in PV systems
such that each pole of the switch has a maximum PV array
current rating at 600 Vdc. Also, each of the three poles may be
connected to a separate inverter. This is true of the fused versions (H361, H362 and H363) as well as the unfused versions
(HU361, HU362 and HU363) of the switch. This assumes that
solarprofessional.com | S o l a r P r o
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A

SolarWorld 175 mono
9 modules in series

Transition
box

A

B

C

MODULE SPECS
Pmp
175

STRING SPECS
Pmp
1,575

ARRAY SPECS
Pmp
3,150

Vmp

35.8

Vmp

322.2

Vmp

322.2

Imp
Voc

4.89
44.4

Imp
Voc

4.89
399.6

Imp
Voc

9.78
399.6

Isc

5.30

Isc

5.30

Isc

10.6

B

Square D
HU361

Fronius IG Plus 3.0
3 kW inverter

C

Diagram 1 The Square D HU361 is listed for double lugging and 11.5 A Isc per pole; the dc inputs of the Fronius inverter
are rated at 20 A each.

the inverter is incapable of backfeeding currents from the utility in the event of a fault or short circuit in the dc wiring. The
HU361, an unfused 30 A device, carries a per pole maximum
current rating of 18 A, which corresponds to an 11.5 A Isc rating per pole (18 A ÷ 1.56 = 11.5 A). Additionally, the H361 and
HU361 are rated for double lugging in Table 2 of Square D’s
data bulletin. Per this listing two copper conductors, ranging
from #14 to #10 solid or stranded, may be terminated on the
line side terminals of this switch.
While Fronius IG Plus inverters, among others, include
an integrated dc disconnect, some jurisdictions and some
applications may call for an additional dc service disconnect
prior to the inverter. If that is the case, using the Square D
“H” series disconnects is often a convenient choice. Going
back to the example with two strings of SolarWorld 175
mono Sunmodules feeding a Fronius IG Plus 3.0, if an external dc service disconnect were required or useful, the two
ungrounded PV source circuit conductors could be terminated at a single pole of a Square D HU361RB, for example,
and a single inverter input conductor could be used between
the load side of this safety switch and the inverter. The neutral kit is also listed for double lugging and may be used for
combining the grounded PV source circuit conductors. Diagram 1 details this scenario.
This diagram illustrates that a combiner box is not the
only place used to combine circuits. In this case, the point of
common connection is a lug in a dc disconnect. Because the
Square D disconnect is listed for use with one inverter per
pole of the disconnect, a designer could use this disconnect
for up to two more inverters with arrays identical to the first.
This is, at the very least, a good trick to have up your sleeve.
This simple two-string array configuration also indicates the
limited nature of the design possibilities available without the
use of a combiner box. For most companies, and many clients,
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a primary goal is to install the largest system practicable. This
requires more complex and flexible components and design
strategies than those necessary in one- or two-string arrays.
System with combiners. When a combiner box is required, it
is often mounted at the array. Especially on a residential pitched
roof application, the best rooftop combiner solution is probably
the least visible option, certainly as far as the customer is concerned. A rooftop combiner box is a convenient place to transition to THWN-2 in conduit, assuming you can find an outof-the-way place to mount the box. In some cases a wall may
be present. In general, however, rooftop combiner boxes are
installed in the same plane as the roof, perhaps supported by
an extension of the racking system. For most roofs, this requires
a combiner box that is NEMA 4 or NEMA 4X rated.
While installing combiner boxes on the roof alongside
the array is common practice, this solution is not necessarily ideal. “Fuses and breakers are thermal devices,” points
out groSolar’s Berdner, “and placing combiners where they
are exposed to direct sunlight can lead to nuisance tripping
at high temperature.” Assuming this happens, and assuming
it gets noticed, a blown series fuse points to another drawback of rooftop combiners: access. A blown fuse or tripped
breaker is easy to replace as long as it is not located on a 30°
pitched metal roof that requires a 42-foot ladder to get to.
Luckily for customers, installers and service technicians
alike, string inverters available today increasingly offer integrated combiner boxes and integrated dc service disconnects.
The SMA Sunny Boy US series and the Fronius IG Plus series
of string inverters are good examples. In both product lines, a
combination fused PV source circuit combiner and dc service
disconnect is integrated within an inverter enclosure. To customers this is one product hanging on their wall—rather than
two or three—but to many inspectors, this is both an inverter
and a Code compliant dc service disconnect. continued on page 36

LIFE

powered by the sun
With more than 33 years of experience in the solar electric industry, Mitsubishi Electric is an industry leader in
developing high-efficiency photovoltaic modules that deliver clean, reliable energy to homes and businesses.
Mitsubishi Electric has made a commitment to protecting the environment and we are proud to use 100%
lead-free solder in our solar panels. For more information, please call 714-220-2500 or visit our website:
www.mitsubishielectricsolar.com
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Labeling combiners In addition to the Code required warning labels at this SMA combiner box and the adjacent dc disconnect, engraved black placards identify these system components. Labeling inside the 10-circuit combiner box provides
additional information relevant to installation and maintenance personnel at this site in St. George, UT.

Optional input combiner Six
grounded and ungrounded dc
input terminals on this Fronius
IG Plus inverter are separately
bussed in common using a pair
of six-fingered copper busbars.
Inverter input circuit conductors
are terminated with cable lugs
and bolted to the copper input
combiners.
36
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thin film products, with a relatively high nominal operating voltage. They therefore require short series strings with
more strings in parallel. Whether using a Fronius IG Plus
7.5 or an SMA SB7000US, the installer of a 7 kW array made
up of 35 Sanyo bifacial HIT Double 200 modules will have
at least five pairs of PV source circuit conductors to contend with. This is potentially an unwieldy wire pull. When
installing several current-carrying conductors in the same
conduit, these source circuit conductors would need to be
derated by 50% per NEC 310.15(B)(2) to compensate for 10
current-carrying conductors in the same conduit. So this
is a case where combining PV source circuits at the array
might be desirable.
Both the Fronius IG Plus and the SMA Sunny Boy US
products can accommodate this design decision. Undoubtedly other string inverters on the market do as well, or will
soon. The Fronius IG Plus products specifically have six fusible dc inputs rated at 20 A each, but the fuses are optional.
Not only does the inverter ship with a conductive slug in
each fuse holder, but it is also possible to combine these six
dc inputs into a common bus by ordering the six-toothed
busbar that Fronius sells for this purpose.
A new dc disconnect is now available for use with the
SMA Sunny Boy US series inverters. As with
the earlier disconnects, the integral fuse combiner has four fused inputs. These four fuses
will not accommodate the five source circuits
in this example. Fortunately, the new SMA dc
disconnect offers combined ungrounded and
grounded terminal lugs. These are oversized
lugs that bypass the fused inputs. Installers
are free to combine PV source circuits in the
field and still use the integrated dc disconnect at the inverter. These inverters can also
Co u r t e s y f ron i u s -u s a. co m

Whether these inverter integrated disconnects are acceptable on your project is ultimately determined by the local AHJ.
John Wiles of the Institute for Energy and the Environment,
an authority on NEC 690, explains his process for determining
acceptance: “If the inverter can be separated from the disconnect, then I think no external disconnects should be required as
long as the following two criteria are met: first, if the assembly is
mounted outside, then it must be possible for the disconnect to
remain waterproofed with the inverter removed; and, second,
if the inverter is removed, the disconnect must remain finger
safe, meaning no exposed wiring or live electrical parts.”
Let us assume for the moment that an inverter integrated dc disconnect is acceptable. One of the subsequent
decisions that designers need to make is whether to use the
fused combiner box provided at the inverter or whether to
combine source circuits elsewhere in the system. There are
pros and cons to both approaches, but either technique can
be done properly. The benefits of locating the fuses at the
inverter are fairly obvious. This is a convenient location, and
the fuses and inverter will, ideally, both be installed in a location that does not receive direct sunlight.
But what if this is a 7 kW PV array using Sanyo bifacial
modules? Electrically the Sanyo bifacial modules look like

A

B

Sanyo HIT 200 Double
7 modules in series

Fronius IG Plus 7.5
7.5 kW inverter

Transition
box

C

A

A

B

C

MODULE SPECS
Pmp
200

STRING SPECS
Pmp
1,400

ARRAY SPECS
Pmp
7,000

Vmp

56.2

Vmp

393.4

Vmp

393.4

Imp
Voc

3.56
68.8

Imp
Voc

3.56
481.6

Imp
Voc

17.8
481.6

Isc

3.75

Isc

3.75

Isc

18.75

Sanyo HIT 200 Double
7 modules in series

B

Fronius IG Plus 7.5
7.5 kW inverter
UL-listed
fused combiner

C

Diagrams 2a & 2b In Diagram 2a (top), the fused combiner at the inverter is used. In Diagram 2b, strings are combined at the
array; the busbar combining dc input terminals at the inverter must be ordered separately.

be installed without the SMA dc disconnect, a handy feature
for tight places.
Diagrams 2a and 2b show single-line diagrams for griddirect 7 kW bifacial PV systems. The array specifications are
the same in both systems. In the first diagram all five pairs of
PV source circuits are combined at the inverter; in the second diagram the source circuits are connected in common
at the array. The decision is up to the designer or installer.
Following is a list of considerations to review when deciding whether to include a combiner box in systems using an
inverter with an integrated fusible combiner box:
• What is the cost difference between a transition box—
plus the necessary internal components—and a combiner box?
• What is the cost difference between installing multiple
PV source circuits or one PV output circuit?

• Will using a separate combiner box require a separate
dc disconnect switch? If yes, what is the additional cost
to install?
• Will using a separate combiner box mean that the PV
output circuit current rating exceeds the input rating of
the inverter input combiner terminals or fuses?
• Does bypassing the integrated fusible combiner
violate the product listing?
• Can the combined output circuit be installed per
the manufacturer’s specifications, as required in
NEC 110.3(B)?
• Will combining the conductors change the required
conduit size? If yes, how will this affect material and
labor costs?
• Are there any other benefits to combining? Will the
wire pull be easier or harder? Will fewer or more dc
disconnects be required by the AHJ or the Code?
solarprofessional.com | S o l a r P r o
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PV SYSTEMS WITH BATTERY BANKS
The use of combiner boxes in systems where the PV source circuits feed a charge controller, rather than a string inverter, is
discussed at length in James Goodnight’s article “Grid Down
Power Up: Utility-Interactive Battery Backup System Design”
(February/March 2009, SolarPro magazine). The main difference in these array designs is that allowable string voltages are
lower, meaning fewer modules are connected in series. The PV
output circuit currents are understandably higher as a result,
meaning that larger dc wire gauges are common in these systems and voltage drop becomes more of an issue for designers.
The lower dc voltage range also allows for the use of circuit breakers as OCPDs. Circuit breakers are more convenient
to use and less costly than touch safe fuse holders and fuses.
They also offer an additional degree of safety because circuit
breakers can be safely disconnected under load; touch safe
fuse holders, however, should never be disconnected under
load. Ryan Zahner, an engineering lead at Blue Oak Energy,
reports that a common mistake that PV installers make is
“using the fuse holder as a load-break switch during troubleshooting or commissioning.” If a qualified person (per Article 100 of the NEC) can make this mistake, the risk of shock
or fire is even higher with unqualified persons.
To minimize the risk, Robin Gudgel, owner of Midnite Solar, recommends using circuit breakers as OCPDs
in combiner boxes where the PV output circuit connects

A

B

to a charge controller. This is especially true with ownerinstalled systems, which are common in the off-grid market. “We simply do not want Joe Consumers using fuse
holders in off-grid systems,” Gudgel explains. “They just
are not knowledgeable enough to avoid opening up a touch
safe fuse holder under load.”
Because the 150 Vdc rated circuit breakers recommended
for this use have a narrow profile, it is not uncommon to see
one combiner box serving two charge controllers. Diagram
3 illustrates this type of design. As drawn, two subarrays of
15 REC 230 W modules each feed a single combiner box with
two PV output circuits. The design for this 6.9 kW array is
typical of what one might see in 4 kW to 8 kW off-grid or
utility-interactive battery backup applications.
COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL GRID-DIRECT PV SYSTEMS
In commercial, industrial and other large PV applications, the
question is not if you are going to use combiners, but rather
how you will use them. In most cases, this means designing
around specific combiner box characteristics, as well as specific recombiner or subcombiner specifications. A primary
consideration for designers and engineers is choosing combiners that efficiently aggregate dc circuits in a PV array. How
the array is laid out and installed will also influence product selection. In a good design, appropriate combiner boxes
and recombiners make life easier for the c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 4 0

UL-listed
combiner box

Diagram 3 A single combiner box is used
for two PV output circuits. Note that 150 Vdc
circuit breakers add convenience and safety.

C
PV output circuit #1

REC Solar RCM-230 modules
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PV output circuit #2
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Vmp
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Vmp

88.2

Imp
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Imp
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39.0
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Diagrams 4a & 4b In
Diagram 4a (top) a
recombiner is used prior
to the dc disconnect;
in Diagram 4b a pair of
Square D HU363 safety
switches is used prior
to an inverter integrated
subcombiner.

Recombiner box
6 x 100 A

138.6 kW PV array

dc disconnect
600 A, 600 Vdc

Satcon
Power Gate Plus 135 kW

Combiner box #1
B

Combiner box #2
Combiner box #3
Combiner box #4
Combiner box #5
Combiner box #6
A

A
MODULE SPECS
Pmp
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STRING SPECS
Pmp
1,925

B

SUBARRAY SPECS
23,100
Pmp

ARRAY SPECS
Pmp
138,600

Vmp

35.8

Vmp

393.8

Vmp

393.8

Vmp

393.8

Imp
Voc

4.89
44.4

Imp
Voc

4.89
488.4

Imp
Voc

58.68
488.4

Imp
Voc

352.1
488.4

Isc

5.30

Isc

5.30

Isc

63.6

Isc

381.6

138.6 kW PV array

A

Square D HU363 (x2)
64 A Isc per pole rating

Satcon PVS-135 with
6 x 100 A subcombiner

Combiner box #1
Combiner box #2
Combiner box #3
Combiner box #4
Combiner box #5

B

Combiner box #6

installers, use resources wisely and meet applicable standards
for safety.
Diagrams 4a and 4b illustrate two design options suitable for large capacity PV installations. In both examples the
source circuit combiner box and inverter details are identical. What differs is how and in what order the PV output and
inverter input circuits are recombined and disconnected. In
both examples, a 138.6 kW array, made up of 792 SolarWorld
175 mono Sunmodules, is organized into 72 source circuits
with 11 series connected modules per string. These 72 source
40
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circuits are evenly divided across six combiner boxes, such
that 12 series strings are connected in parallel at each combiner box. Each combiner box contains the required string
overcurrent protection; the maximum series string rating of
the modules is 15 A. Ultimately, the 138.6 kW array in both
examples is grid-interconnected by means of a Satcon 135
kW Power Gate Plus inverter.
Now let us look at how these examples differ. In Diagram
4a the output conductors from all six combiner boxes are
connected in common at a 6 x 100 A recombiner box. The

exposed to the sun,
circuits inside this
Homerun combiner
box by Blue Oak PV
Products are energized and present
an extreme shock
hazard to workers.

SELECTING A COMBINER PRODUCT
The tables on pages 46 and 48 provide specifications for more
than 50 combiner and recombiner boxes from seven manufacturers. Only standard products are listed in the tables, but
some of the companies accommodate custom orders. All specifications listed are from cut sheets or were provided by the
manufacturers. When selecting a product, keep in mind the
following considerations as they relate to your application:
solarprofessional.com | S o l a r P r o
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recombiner output can be disconnected by
means of a heavy duty 600 Vdc safety switch
located at the inverter. The equipment ratings
along the way are determined by the following logic: Since the Isc rating of each module
is 5.3 A, the combined Isc output of each combiner box is 63.6 A (5.3 A x 12 = 63.6 A). After
these combiner box outputs are recombined,
the total array Isc is equal to 381.6 A (63.6 A
x 6 = 381.6 A). Per the NEC, these values are
subject to a 1.56 multiplier for equipment and
conductor selection. (A first 1.25 multiplier
is applied to all circuits considered continuous; a second 1.25 multiplier is applied to PV
power circuits to account for high irradiance
conditions.) Thus the dc disconnect is sized
to carry at least 595.3 A (381.6 A x 1.56 = 595.3
A); the next larger standard size of equipment
is 600 A. Therefore, a 600 A, 600 Vdc heavy
duty safety switch is used in this configuration. Note that to meet the general listing Special rating for PV applications Often the output from 8- to 12-circuit
requirements for the device, two poles of the combiner boxes can be dedicated to the single pole of a Square D HU363
heavy duty safety switch. With three poles rated at 64 A Isc each, this NEMA 4,
disconnect have to be connected in series.
Compare this to the configuration 100 A disconnect serves the three combiner boxes to its left.
shown in Diagram 4b. In this case, 100
A, 600 Vdc Square D HU363 heavy duty safety switches pole in one of these heavy duty safety switches. Two dc disare used prior to the PV output circuit conductors being connects, with a total of six poles, are required to accomrecombined. This disconnect has a special listing for PV modate all six combiner box outputs. The array conductors
applications that allows for each pole of the switch to be are protected by means of a 6 x 100 A fused subcombiner
used independently at the full 100 A, 600 Vdc rating. This that is integrated with the Satcon inverter. This option
means that each pole of the disconnect can accommodate can be specified when the product is ordered. An external
an Isc of 64 A (100 A ÷ 1.56 = 64 A). In this configuration, the recombiner could also be used between the dc disconnects
output conductor from each combiner box, which is calcu- and the inverter.
lated to have an Isc of 63.6 A, can be dedicated to its own
Myriad design solutions are acceptable for this problem.
The best solution is always site and project specific. Using a
Energized circuits
pair of 100 A dc disconnects rather than a single 600 A heavy
Insulating gloves
duty safety switch is an undeniably efficient use of resources.
for high voltage
In most cases this will save time and money and also miniare required for
mize space requirements. A secondary benefit is that the
protection when
array can be split in half for servicing or troubleshooting. As
working on PV
the system size increases, this feature becomes even more
source circuits. As
useful because an isolated problem will not require disconlong as the array is
necting an entire array.

sh a wn sc h re i ne r. c o m ( 3 )

Co mmon C on n ect i o ns

Why so negative? The PV system at the San Domenico
School in Marin County, CA, is grid-interconnected using an
AE Solaron inverter. The bipolar array design requires dedicated positive and negative combiners throughout the system. A dedicated monitoring recombiner for the positive half
of the array (not shown) is installed to the left of this AMtec
Eclipse 6 recombiner for the negative PV array circuits.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NEMA enclosure type rating
Maximum dc voltage
Maximum number of input circuits
Maximum input fuse rating
Acceptable wire ranges of lugs or terminals
Number of dc output circuits
Maximum continuous output circuit current
Cable gland or cord grip bushing options
Data acquisition goals

NEMA enclosure type rating. In general, source circuit
combiner boxes are located in close proximity to the PV
array. Common locations include rooftops or pole- or rackmounted applications, often in the array field. The product’s
NEMA rating provides information on the approved mounting locations and orientations. For example, NEMA 4 and 4X
ratings allow enclosures to be installed outdoors in any orientation, from vertical to horizontal. NEMA 3 and 3R rated
products can be installed outdoors as well, but the allowable
mounting orientations are limited.
Maximum dc voltage. The maximum PV system voltage
determines the appropriate voltage ratings of cables, disconnects, overcurrent devices and other equipment. When selecting a combiner box, it is important to calculate the maximum
PV system voltage and select models with adequately rated
fuse holders, circuit breakers and other components. Exceeding the voltage rating of these components within a combiner
42
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Zone-level monitoring The AMtec Solar Eclipse 6 recombiner box incorporates split core current transducers, allowing
for zone level monitoring at the San Domenico School. Zones
are monitored for proper performance by comparing the output of combiner boxes with identical array capacities.

box is dangerous and violates the listing. If a combiner box is
listed to a maximum dc voltage, you can assume the internal
components are rated at that voltage as well. This is especially
relevant when working with combiner boxes that use circuit
breakers as OCPDs. These circuit breakers c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 4 4

Watertight Maintaining the NEMA 4 rating of rooftop enclosures requires the correct use of properly listed hardware,
such as watertight cable glands or cord grips with neoprene
bushings for source circuits and weatherproof conduit hubs
for output circuits. In this case, at REI in Sacramento, CA,
Blue Oak Energy went one step further, applying sealant at
each cable gland.

solar
inter
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are commonly rated to 150 Vdc, whereas the rating for touch
safe fuse holders may be as high as 1,000 Vdc.
Maximum number of input circuits. For combiner boxes,
this refers to the maximum acceptable number of PV source
circuits; for recombiners or subcombiners this refers to the
maximum acceptable number of PV output circuits. Some
combiner boxes can accommodate as many 52 PV source
circuits, while others accept only three.
Maximum input fuse rating. This is the current rating of
the largest allowable fuse or overcurrent device that can be
used in the combiner. This specification is not used consistently between manufacturers. Some list the maximum
OCPD rating assuming all input circuits are used. The minimum fuse size of the required PV source circuit overcurrent device is calculated per NEC 690.8(B)(1). In order to

follow the product listing and ensure a safe installation, the
combiner must have a maximum input fuse rating equal
to or greater than the calculated rating for the dc circuit
overcurrent device.
Acceptable wire ranges of lugs or terminals. The approved
wire sizes for combiner input and output terminals or lugs
must meet the application requirements. System designers
often increase conductor size due to conduit fill requirements, temperature derating or voltage drop considerations.
The combiner’s terminals or lugs must be able to accept
properly sized system conductors.
Number of dc output circuits. Depending on the model, combiner boxes may accommodate one or two output circuits.
System designs may require more than one output circuit
per combiner box for separate charge controllers, dc loads or

Combiner Manufacturers
AMtec Solar. AMtec manufactures durable and user friendly
combiner boxes. All labels are
silkscreened for maximum
longevity; touch safe fuse
holders are used; and finger
safe covers protect live busbars. The Prominence series
combiner boxes are available
in 3 to 36 circuits; their NEMA
4X rating allows them to be
installed in a variety of locations
and orientations. AMtec offers
a smart combiner box from
the Prominence series capable
of monitoring 8 or 16 circuits
using Obvius current monitoring and modbus communication hardware. The smart
combiners can interface with
Fat Spaniel monitoring systems
and will soon be compatible
with Energy Recommerce

products. AMtec also offers
a recombiner box for larger
applications, the Eclipse series,
consisting of 600 A and 1,200 A
options. Smart recombiners
are also available with built-in
monitoring options. AMtec
Solar sells direct to installers
and integrators.
Blue Oak PV Products. Blue Oak
offers a competitively priced
product line designed to be
easy to install. Its combiner
boxes are listed to UL 1741.

The Type 4X enclosures can be
installed in any orientation. They
contain high grade plated components per ASTM standards,
stainless steel hardware and
touch safe fuse holders. Blue
Oak offers 4-, 8- and 12-circuit
combiner boxes. The 8- and
44
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12-circuit models integrate well
with array designs that incorporate Square D Heavy Duty
HU363 100 A safety switches,
allowing up to three combiner
boxes to be switched with one
100 A switch. Blue Oak products can be purchased through
DC Power. Direct purchases by
large commercial or utility scale
customers are welcome.
groSolar. At press time, groSolar’s ReadyWatt line of ETL
listed combiners are listed to
UL 508A, but a switch to UL
1741 is anticipated later this
year. The product line offers
two combiner boxes that can
each be configured for high or
low voltage designs. The high
voltage configurations accommodate 5 or 8 source circuits,
depending on the model. The
low voltage options use circuit
breakers instead of touch safe
fuse holders and accept 6 or
12 source circuits rated at
150 Vdc or less. Preinstalled
cord grips are optional on
each of the models. For larger
projects, the ReadyWatt

Subcombiner (recombiner)
product line can accommodate up to 4 circuits fused at
100 A each. Also available is
the ReadyWatt Pass-Thru wiring box, an unfused NEMA 4
transition box. Custom builds
are available upon request.
Contact groSolar directly for
purchasing.
Midnite Solar. The ETL listed
combiner boxes available
from Midnite Solar can be
configured for low or high
voltage applications. The
company’s MNPV series can
be installed between a pitch
of 3:12 (approximately 14°)
and vertical. Most products in
this series include a custom
deadfront to hide wiring and

inverters. Many combiner boxes, however, have a single termination for ungrounded and grounded conductors in each
output circuit. The output terminals provided in recombiners
are typically designed to accommodate parallel conductors
for ungrounded and grounded output cabling, but only one
output circuit is accommodated per recombiner.
Maximum continuous output circuit current. A combiner’s
continuous output current typically refers to the maximum
continuous busbar rating established during UL 1741 testing. However, this may be defined differently by various
manufacturers, and NEC derating may apply. Also, utilizing
all source circuit inputs with the maximum allowable OCPD
device may overload the busbar.
Cable gland or cord grip bushing options. A cable gland, also
known as a cord grip bushing, may provide strain relief to PV

source circuit conductors as they enter the combiner box
enclosure, while still maintaining the product’s NEMA rating. Some manufacturers offer combiner boxes with preinstalled cable glands or cord grips. These features can save
installation time and eliminate the need to field modify an
enclosure, which could compromise the enclosure’s listing
or NEMA rating.
Data acquisition goals. System monitoring is becoming
a standard feature in many large PV systems. This is especially important on large PPA projects where every kWh
matters, and the loss of a single module or string would be
difficult to spot by monitoring the inverter. Increasingly, the
means to collect and monitor that data is being integrated
into combiner products. Combiners with integrated current monitoring are often referred to as c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 5 0

for low or high voltage applications. The
enclosures can be
installed between a
pitch of 3:12 (approximately 14°) and vertical and include a custom deadfront to hide
wiring and exposed
live parts. The low voltage
designs accommodate 8 or
12 source circuits, compared
to 6 or 8 with the high voltage
configuration that consists
of 600 Vdc rated touch safe
fuse holders. All of OutBack’s
enclosures are lockable. OutBack products are available
through AEE Solar, Conergy,
DC Power Systems, groSolar,
Kyocera Solar and SunWize
Technologies.

The line allows customers to
specify the number of source
circuits (between 4 and 24),
the fuse rating, the NEMA
rating (NEMA 3, 3R, 4 and 4X)
and cable glands or conduit
fittings. This range of NEMA
ratings allows system designers to select the enclosure
type per the desired mounting location and orientation.
Several recombiner box
models are available for larger
installations. SolarBOS also
offers smart combiner boxes,
including Obvius current
monitoring and modbus
communication hardware,
available with 4 to 24 inputs.
SolarBOS sells direct to
installers and integrators. {

exposed live parts, though the
16- and 10-circuit models do
not currently offer this feature.
The low voltage configurations
(150 Vdc) can accommodate
3, 6 or 12 circuits. The high
voltage configurations (600
Vdc) use touch safe fuse holders and can accept 3, 4, 10
and 16 circuits. In preparation
for the Midnite Solar Classic charge controller that is in
development, Midnite Solar
has designed a 300 Vdc rated
combiner box product line that
accepts 250 Vdc rated breakers. Midnite Solar products are
available through major solar
distributors, including AEE
Solar, Conergy and SunWize
Technologies.
OutBack Power Systems.
The FWPV series of ETL
listed combiner boxes from
OutBack can be configured

SMA America. After many
years of experience combining large PV arrays used in
conjunction with its central
inverters, SMA recognized
combiners to be a common
point of system failure. This
experience led the company
to design and manufacture
its SCCB line of combiner
box models, which are ETL
listed to UL 1741 standards.
The products accommodate between 6 and 52 high
voltage dc circuits. The steel
NEMA 3R/4 enclosures
include touch safe fuse holders. SMA’s SCCB combiners
can be purchased through
various distributors.
SolarBOS. The SolarBOS line
of products are UL listed
and highly customizable.
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2009 PV Source Circuit Combiner Specifications
PV Source Circuits

Max
Vdc

Max # of
input circ.

Max
OCPD
rating
(A)1

OCPD
type

PV Output Circuit(s)
Wire
range
(AWG or
kcmil)

Max #
of output
circ.

Max
Cont.
current
(A)2

Manufacturer

Model

AMtec Solar

Prominence
3R

600

3

15

fuse

18–8

1

45

AMtec Solar

Prominence
6R

600

6

15

fuse

18–8

1

AMtec Solar

Prominence 6

600

6

20

fuse

18–8

AMtec Solar

Prominence
8M

600

8

20

fuse

AMtec Solar

Prominence
12

600

12

15

AMtec Solar

Prominence
16M

600

16

AMtec Solar

Prominence
24

600

AMtec Solar

Prominence
36

Blue Oak
Blue Oak

Wire
range
(AWG or
kcmil)

Approved
mounting
orientation

14–4

vertical to
horizontal

90

14–4

1

120

18–8

1

fuse

18–8

20

fuse

24

15

600

36

HCB4

600

HCB8

600

Monitored
option

Enclosure:
NEMA type /
material

Listing

no

4 / black powder
coated steel 3

ETL to UL 1741

vertical to
horizontal

no

4 / black powder
coated steel 3

ETL to UL 1741

6–3/0

vertical to
horizontal

no

4X / fiberglass 4

ETL to UL 1741

160

6–350

vertical to
horizontal

monitored
only

4X / fiberglass 4

ETL to UL 1741

1

180

6–350

vertical to
horizontal

no

4X / fiberglass 4

ETL to UL 1741

18–8

1

320

6–350 (x2)

vertical to
horizontal

monitored
only

4X / fiberglass 4

ETL to UL 1741

fuse

18–8

1

360

6–350 (x2)

vertical to
horizontal

no

4X / fiberglass 4

ETL to UL 1741

15

fuse

18–8

1

540

6–350 (x2)

vertical to
horizontal

no

4X / fiberglass 4

ETL to UL 1741

4

15

fuse

14–6

1

60

14–1/0

vertical to 14º

no

3R / powder
coated AL

UL 1741

8

15

fuse

14–6

1

120

6–350

vertical to
horizontal

yes 5

4X / fiberglass

UL 1741

yes

4X / fiberglass

UL 1741

Blue Oak

HCB12

600

12

15

fuse

14–6

1

180

6–350

vertical to
horizontal

groSolar

ReadyWatt
10x10 LV

150

6

20

CB

14–6

1

100

14–1/0

vertical to 14º

no

3R / painted steel 6

ETL to UL
508A 7

groSolar

ReadyWatt
10x10 HV

600

5

20

fuse

18–8

1

100

14–1/0

vertical to 14º

no

3R / painted steel 6

ETL to UL
508A 7

groSolar

ReadyWatt
12x12 LV

150

16

20

CB

14–6

2

100

14–1/0

vertical to 14º

no

3R / painted steel 6

ETL to UL
508A 7

groSolar

ReadyWatt
12x12 HV

600

8

20

fuse

18–8

2

100

14–1/0

vertical to 14º

no

3R / painted steel 6

ETL to UL
508A 7

Midnite

MNPV3

150

3

30

CB

600

3

30

fuse

14–6

1

60

14–1/0

vertical to 14º

no

3R / powder
coated AL

ETL to UL 1741

Midnite

MNPV6

150

6

30

CB

600

4

30

fuse

120

14–1/0

vertical to 14º

no

3R / powder
coated AL

ETL to UL 1741

Midnite

MNPV12

150

12

30

CB

600

10

30

fuse

Midnite

MNPV12-250

300

6

20

Midnite

MNPV16

600

16

Midnite

MNPV16-250

300

14–6

2
1

14–6

2

200

14–2/0

vertical to 14º

no

3R / powder
coated AL

ETL to UL 1741

CB 300V

14–6

2

164

14-2/0

vertical to 14º

no

3R / powder
coated AL

ETL to UL 1741

30

fuse

14–6

1

240

6–250

vertical to 14º

no

3R / powder
coated AL

ETL to UL 1741

12

20

CB 300V

14–6

1

240

14-2/0

vertical to 14º

no

3R / powder
coated AL

ETL to UL 1741

150

8

60

CB

14–6

600

6

30

fuse

14–10

1

120

14–2/0
(x2)

vertical to 14º

no

3R / powder
coated AL

ETL to UL 1741

150

12

60

CB

14–6

600

8

30

fuse

14–10

2

180

14–2/0
(x2)

vertical to 14º

no

3R / powder
coated AL

ETL to UL 1741

OutBack

FWPV-8

OutBack

FWPV-12

SMA

SBCB–6

600

6

15

fuse

10–6

1

90

6–350

vertical

no

3R /4 / painted
steel

ETL to UL 1741

SMA

SCCB-10
thru 16

600

10–16

20

fuse

10–6

1

200–320

6–350 (x2)

vertical

no

3R / painted steel

ETL to UL 1741

SMA

SCCB-18
thru 28

600

18–28

15

fuse

10–6

1

270–420

6–350 (x2)

vertical

no

3R /4 / painted
steel

ETL to UL 1741

SMA

SCCB-52

600

52

8

fuse

10–6

1

333

6–350 (x2)

vertical

no

3R /4 / painted
steel

ETL to UL 1741

c o n t i n u e d o n pa g e 4 8
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Featuring OSEIA Professional
Training Conference
April 28 — May 1
Public Expo
May 2 — 3

Northwest Solar Expo 2009 is the fourth annual event offering professional training and
business to business networking opportunities, along with current renewable energy and
energy efficiency options that families and businesses can implement today.
Professionals Only April 28 — May 1
Open to Public May 2 — 3

www. NWSolarExpo.com
For sponsorship and/or information call (503) 570-6295
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2009 PV Source Circuit Combiner Specifications (continued)
PV Source Circuits

Manufacturer

Model

SolarBOS

CS-4 thru
CS-12

Max
Vdc
600

Max # of
input circ.
4–12

Max
OCPD
rating
(A) 1
30

OCPD
type
fuse

PV Output Circuit(s)
Wire
range
(AWG or
kcmil)
16–4

Max # of
output
circ.
1

Max
Cont.
current
(A) 2
310

Wire
range
(AWG or
kcmil)

Approved
mounting
orientation

Monitored
option

Enclosure:
NEMA type /
material

Listing

6–350

varies by
enclosure type

yes

3, 3R, 4, 4X / steel
or fiberglass

yes

3, 3R, 4, 4X / steel
or fiberglass

ETL to UL
1741 8

ETL to UL 1741

SolarBOS

CS-12/12

600

4–12 (x2)

30

fuse

16–4

1

620

6–350 (x2)

varies by
enclosure type

SolarBOS

CSK-4 thru
CSK-12

1000

4–12

30

fuse

16–4

1

310

6–350

varies by
enclosure type

no

3, 3R, 4, 4X / steel
or fiberglass

ETL to UL
1741 8

SolarBOS

CD-4 thru
CD-12

600

4–12

30

fuse

16–4

1

310

6–350 (x2)

varies by
enclosure type

yes

3, 3R, 4, 4X / steel
or fiberglass

ETL to UL 1741

SolarBOS

CD-14 thru
CD-24

600

14–24

30

fuse

16–4

1

400

6–350 (x2)

varies by
enclosure type

yes

3, 3R, 4, 4X / steel
or fiberglass

ETL to UL 1741

SolarBOS

CDK-14 thru
CDK-24

1000

14–24

30

fuse

16–4

1

400

6–350 (x2)

varies by
enclosure type

no

3, 3R, 4, 4X / steel
or fiberglass

ETL to UL
1741 8

SolarBOS

CCS-2 thru
CCS-8

600

2–8

30

fuse

16–4

1

100

14–2

vertical to
horizontal

no

4X / fiberglass or
polycarbonate

ETL to UL
1741 8

SolarBOS

C225-12 9

600

12

30

fuse

16–4

1

225

6–350

varies by
enclosure type

yes

3, 3R, 4, 4X / steel
or fiberglass

ETL to UL
1741 8

Designer must calculate # input circuits vs. specified OCPD rating vs.
output circuit max continuous current.
2
Maximum current rating before any required derating per NEC
3
NEMA 4x fiberglass or stainless options
4
NEMA 4 powder coated steel & 4X stainless options
5
HCB8-M monitored option has 6-250 output circuit wire range

NEMA 4 painted steel & 4X fiberglass options
ETL to UL 1741 listing pending
8
Listing pending

1

6
7

9

Built-in 600 Vdc contactor for remote disconnect

DNR–did not report

2009 PV Recombiner Specifications
PV Source Circuits

Manufacturer

Model

Max
Vdc

Amtec Solar

Eclipse 6

600

Amtec Solar

Eclipse 12

groSolar

Max # of
input circ.

Max
OCPD
rating
(A) 1

OCPD
type

PV Output Circuit(s)
Wire
range
(AWG or
kcmil)

Max
Cont.
current
(A) 2

Approved
mounting
orientation

Monitored
option

Enclosure:
NEMA type /
material

Listing
ETL to UL
1741 5

600 (x2)

yes

4 / powder coated
steel 4

1200

600 (x4)

vertical

yes

4 / powder coated
steel 4

ETL to UL
1741 5

1

400

DNR–4/0

vertical to 14º

no

3R / painted steel

ETL to UL
508A 6

1

620

6–350 (x2)

1

720

4–500 (x2)

vertical

yes

3, 3R, 4 / powder
coated steel

ETL to UL
1741 5

1

1520

4–500 (x4)

1

1520

4–500 (x4)

vertical

yes

3, 3R, 4 / powder
coated steel

ETL to UL
1741 5

1

620

6–350 (x2)

1

720

4–500 (x2)

vertical

yes

3, 3R, 4 / powder
coated steel

ETL to UL
1741 5

1

1520

4–500 (x4)

6–2/0

1

1520

4–500 (x4)

vertical

yes

3, 3R, 4 / powder
coated steel

ETL to UL
1741 5

4–350

1

1520

4–500 (x4)

vertical

yes

3, 3R, 4 / powder
coated steel

ETL to UL
1741 5

6

100

fuse

14–2/0

1

600

600

12

100 3

fuse

14–2/0

1

ReadyWatt 4
Circuit

600

4

100

fuse

10–DNR

SolarBOS

AC-02-100
thru
AC-06-100

600

6

100

fuse

6–2/0

SolarBOS

AC-07-100
thru
AC-12-100

600

12

100

fuse

6–2/0

SolarBOS

AC-02-200
thru
AC-06-200

600

6

200

fuse

6–2/0

SolarBOS

AC-02-200
thru
AC-12-200

600

12

200

fuse

SolarBOS

AC-02-400
thru
AC-06-400

600

6

400

fuse

Designer must calculate # input circuits vs. specified OCPD rating vs. output continuous
circuit max current
2
Maximum current rating before any required derating per NEC
3
Can utilize larger fuses if not all inputs are used
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Wire
range
(AWG or
kcmil)

vertical to
horizontal

3

1

48

Max # of
output
circ.

NEMA 4X fiberglass or stainless options
Listing pending
6
ETL to UL 1741 listing pending
DNR–did not report
4
5

SOLAR ENERGY
INTERNATIONAL
Training tomorrow’s PV Workforce
If you are serious about
excelling in the PV
industry and want to
learn more about designing and installing
a NEC code compliant
PV system SEI offers an
educational course you
can experience from
your own home. The
Advanced PV: Design
Criteria & NEC online
course is an important
part of your resume of
PV knowledge. Log on
to your solar future at
www.solarenergy.org
Advanced PV Online
June 8 - July 19, 09
July 20 - August 30, 09
Aug. 24 - Oct 4, 09
Sep. 21 - Nov. 1, 09

www.solarenergy.org
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sh a wn sc h re in e r.c om (2)

Smart combiner box String level monitoring products, like
this Monitoring Homerun Combiner Box designed by Blue
Oak PV Products and Draker Laboratories, provide PV system
owners and operators with highly granular data to ensure
optimal performance.

Wired for success The wiring inside this 6-circuit SolarBOS
combiner box will put an inspector’s mind at ease. Keeping
conductors organized and properly identified, as executed here
by SPG Solar at the Gundlach Bundschu Winery, is also essential to the safe and long-term operation of the PV system.

“smart” or “intelligent” combiners. A smart combiner box
enables string level monitoring, for example, whereas a smart
recombiner allows for zone level monitoring. groSolar’s Berdner expects that “Intelligent combiners with integral current
monitoring will become the standard for larger systems.”
It is essential, therefore, that integrators know where to
find these products. Integrating combiners and data monitoring capabilities can reduce the number of additional enclosures and conduits, as well as the installation labor required
for PV data acquisition systems (DAS). Very often RFPs for
large systems specify that the bidder must provide string level
or zone level monitoring. It is also increasingly common for
system owners or operators to monitor individual PV source
circuits to ensure that long-term production goals are met.
In the companion table, manufacturers of smart combiners or recombiners are noted as having products that are
“DAS ready.” In addition to the manufacturers listed in the
table, companies such as DST Controls, Draker Laboratories,
Energy Recommerce and PV Powered provide smart combiners exclusively. While the table does not provide specifications
for all the available smart combiners, contact information for
each of these companies is included in the Resources.
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Thanks to all of the manufacturer representatives who helped with
our research for this article. Special thanks are due to John Berdner at groSolar, Robin Gudgel at Midnite Solar, Jason Shripsema at
SolarBOS, John Wiles at the Institute for Energy and the Environment, Tom Willis at AMtec Solar and Ryan Zahner at Blue Oak
Energy for their generous and expert technical input.
g C O N TAC T
Tommy Jacoby / Jacoby Solar Consulting / Austin, TX /
tommy@jacobysolar.com
David Brearley / SolarPro magazine / Ashland, OR /
david.brearley@solarprofessional.com / solarprofessional.com
Resources
AMtec Solar / 510.887.2289 / amtecsolar.com
Blue Oak Energy / 530.747.2026 / blueoakpvproducts.com
Draker Laboratories / 802.865.3866 / drakerlabs.com
DST Controls / 800.251.0773 / dstcontrols.com
Energy Recommerce / 415.493.5402 / energyrecommerce.com
Fronius USA / 810.220.4414 / fronius-usa.com
Midnite Solar / 425.374.9060 / midnitesolar.com
National Electrical Manufacturers Association / 703.841.3200 / nema.org
groSolar / 800.374.4494 / grosolar.com
OutBack Power Systems / 360.435.6030 / outbackpower.com
PV Powered / 541.312.3832 / pvpowered.com
SMA America / 916.625.0870 / sma-america.com
SolarBOS / 925.456.7744 / solarbos.com
SolarWorld / 800.947.6527 / solarworld-usa.com
SPG Solar / 800.815.5562 / spgsolar.com
Square D / 888.778.2733 / squared.com
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Sharp ON ENERGY™ Solar Systems

Sharp ON ENERGY™ Solar Systems make residential solar easy to order, easy to install,
and easy on the eyes.
DC Power Systems carries more Sharp ON ENERGY™ Solar Systems than any other distributor
nationwide. We offer a full spectrum of solar energy products, in-house technical support, product
training, financing solutions, and unparalleled product availablity.

Call us today to become a certified installer!

www.dcpower-systems.com

I sales@dcpower-systems.com

I

1-800-967-6917

800-967-6917

I

Preengineered

PV System Packages

Revisiting the
Kit Concept
By Mike Bauer

Packaged Grid-Tie System from SunWize Technologies.

PV system packages can streamline
certain business models and speed
deployment of residential systems.
The conventional approach to residential PV system installations involves design, engineering, documentation, sourcing of components, receiving and handling, warehousing and
unique on-site installation. An alternative approach is to use
system packages, sometimes referred to as kits. Here I define
solar electric system packages, examine their advantages and
disadvantages, outline the situations where they make the
most sense and provide a chronology of an installation utilizing a commercially available, off-the-shelf kit.
WHAT GOES INTO A PV SYSTEM PACKAGE?
Photovoltaic system packages are preengineered, documented, complete systems. They are ordered with a single
part number and are available in a wide range of configurations from a variety of sources that include module manufacturers, distributors and integrators.
Preengineered. System packages are professionally
designed and engineered to standard specifications. The
components are selected, based on substantial experience
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and testing, to work well with each other and to endure for
the life of the system. No weak links can cause system failure due to improper design, and broad code compliance is
incorporated. In some cases, the systems are reviewed and
approved by independent agencies such as the Florida Solar
Energy Center and other governmental agencies. Proper
engineering produces systems that can perform well in a
wide range of site-specific environmental conditions.
Documented. Preengineered packages come fully documented and typically include a three-line electrical drawing,
mechanical drawings, installation drawings and instructions, a complete bill of materials (BOM) and specification
sheets and warranties for major components. The electrical
and mechanical drawings make kits “permit ready” for most
building departments. A site-specific roof plan is typically
the only additional documentation needed to apply for and
pull a permit. The same documentation often facilitates the
inspection process and provides a comprehensive package
for the homeowner.

C ou r te sy su n wize .c om (3)

Kit documentation Detailed electrical
drawings are provided with preengineered system packages, along with
additional system documentation.
Together, they facilitate permitting,
installation and inspections.

Complete systems. System packages contain all the major
components needed for installation, including modules,
inverter, racking and minor parts like fittings and hardware
for module fastening and grounding. A typical exception is
the source-circuit conductors between the array and the
inverter, which must be sized for the particular installation.
System packages are bundled in a distributor’s warehouse and
shipped via common carrier. They typically come delivered on
three or more plastic wrapped pallets.
Single part number. System packages are ordered using a
single part number as opposed to the customer’s creating a
BOM. The supplier maintains an inventory of all the items on
the BOM provided for the system to ensure off-the-shelf availability and often 1- to 2-day order fulfillment.

A wide range of configurations. Preengineered packages,
due to the variety of system sizes and installer or customer
requirements, are available in a wide range of combinations
and permutations. To be viable, system kits must offer sufficient variation to match most real world situations in terms
of physical array size, energy production requirements, price
and component manufacturer preferences. In some cases,
packages without racking may be available, thereby increasing a system’s flexibility as it can be used with flat roof,
ground- or pole-mounting applications.

TRADE-OFFS OF PV SYSTEM PACKAGES
Utilizing system packages has some general advantages and
disadvantages compared to the conventional customized
approach. The basic trade-offs are convenience versus material cost and simplicity versus flexibility.

Streamlined delivery
System kit components
are shipped on pallets
and can be picked up
at the freight carrier,
delivered to the installer’s
shop or drop-shipped
directly to the job site.
Individual components
do not need to be warehoused and pulled for a
given job.

solarprofessional.com | S o l a r P r o
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R e v i s i ti n g th e K i t C o ncept

BOS components Most mainstream electricians are not familiar with PV system design or component selection. Preengineered
systems eliminate the need for this experience and let electricians focus on getting the system installed quickly and to Code.

A dva n t a g e s
Minimal engineering required. Using a preengineered system

frees solar contractors from the details of system design;
they are guaranteed a reliable, proven and standard system.
The specified inverter and modules are carefully paired. The
module string sizing is not only correct, but it also incorporates a safety margin allowing the system to function well
in a range of conditions and locations. However, it may be
up to the installer to verify that a given site’s average high
and historical low temperatures will not impact the system’s function due to array voltages outside of the inverter’s
power point tracking range or that exceed the inverter’s
maximum voltage limit. The bottom line is that kits eliminate most of the design time a solar engineer would need
to spend on a specific residential project. This can allow a
solar business to redirect resources to other functions, such
as sales and marketing.
Less system documentation to create. The inclusion of electrical and mechanical drawings translates to less time spent
putting together a submittal package for the local building
department. Project specific CAD drawing is eliminated or
greatly reduced and simplified.
Convenience and time savings. With the conventional
approach, installers need to develop a comprehensive BOM
and source the components from one or more distributors.
This is a time consuming task that is subject to error, particularly for new installers who lack experience. Lead times
on system components, particularly modules, can vary. As
a result, materials must be ordered accordingly, inventoried
and pulled when the job starts. This requires shop space,
nimble logistical skills and significant handling.
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PV system packages are logistically simpler. Ordering
with a single part number saves time. Off-the-shelf availability minimizes lead time and guarantees everything will arrive
together. In some cases, the system can even be drop-shipped
right to the job site. Customer satisfaction is increased due
to the shortened time span from the day a contract is signed
to the day the system is commissioned. Installation is not
interrupted because a part was not ordered or loaded. In
addition, less skilled labor can be used because of the simplicity of packaged systems, and the installation learning
curve is short—usually one or two systems—speeding each
successive installation.
Starting operations in new territories. When an installation
business expands into a new state or a distant geography,
system packages may enable that operation to ramp up
more quickly with minimal overhead and less field installation support, which in turn frees up company resources.

D i s a dva n t a g e s
Higher material cost. PV system packages cost more than pur-

chasing the individual components and parts. The added
value in terms of engineering, documentation and logistics
typically adds a premium of approximately 8%–10%. As a
result, high volume installers typically do not use kits. Their
economies of scale enable them to purchase in large quantities and minimize their overhead costs effectively. They also
have the experience and expertise to design and document
systems. These installers have effectively developed their
own system packages.
Less flexibility. The installer is constrained by the selection of modules and inverters available c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 5 6

SunWize
Solar Modules
The SW180 leads
the industry in value

The optimal combination of
price, performance and support
The new SunWize SW180 module is the right choice when you need a
workhorse module that delivers the best bang for the buck – whether
it’s for a residential rooftop or a large commercial job.
• High quality mono-crystalline cells • 14.1 % efficiency
• Quality manufacturing and materials • UL-1703, cUL, IEC
• 25-year limited warranty • Wide operating range (-45ºC to 95ºC)
It competes favorably on price with other modules in its class while
outperforming them with quality, high efficiency mono-crystalline
cells. Best of all, it’s from SunWize. A name you can trust. A company
that you know will provide exceptional support and stands behind
its products.
SunWize SW180 solar module

OFFICES THROUGHOUT THE US AND CANADA
800.817.6527 • lwheeler@sunwize.com • www.sunwize.com
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4 module panel

4 module panel
30 ft
male/female
‘MC’ cable

panel J-box

White
Black

4 + 4 modules racked—portrait on roof
4 module panel
panel J-box
Black
White

4 module
panel
panel J-box

4 + 4 modules racked—
landscape on roof

in preengineered packages. The roof attachments may be
limited to composition shingle roofs. Depending on the
package, roof penetration flashing systems may need to be
purchased separately. Also, standardized system designs
cannot be applied in some situations, such as at sites with
localized shading from dormers or a roof surface that is significantly obstructed by plumbing or air vents. Systems may
need to be custom designed to satisfy these conditions.
WHO BENEFITS MOST FROM KITS?
Clearly, solar electric system packages are not for everyone, but
several categories of installers can benefit from using them.
Novice installers. System packages are ideal for new
entrants into the solar installation business, because preengineered systems embed the design experience that the novice solar contractor lacks. They allow the business to focus
on the areas where the company does have experience and
can excel, such as sales and installation. Here, system kits
help keep the installer out of trouble, ensure a quality system
for the customer and safeguard the reputation of the industry. They represent the best formula for success for someone
new to the business.
Small or low volume installers. Preengineered systems also
make sense for small or low volume installers, including
broader focused renewable energy or green home companies. These businesses do not specialize in PV installation
but offer it as part of a larger portfolio of services. Small
companies that operate from a home or a small storefront
with limited shop space often pick up packaged systems
from the freight carrier’s dock or have them drop-shipped to
the job site. These kinds of installers often cannot justify the
overhead involved in the engineering, purchasing, inventory
and logistics of custom systems.
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4 + 4 modules racked—
portrait on roof

Black
White

Flexible configurations PV kits
typically utilize rail mounting systems
that allow for multiple array configuration options, making them fairly
flexible for positioning modules on
space challenged rooftops, such as
those broken up by hips and valleys.

Installers wanting a simpler approach. Regardless of volume,
PV system packages offer installers a streamlined business
model that can emphasize sales, marketing and installation.

THE PACKAGED SYSTEM PROCESS
Selling, sourcing and installing PV system packages is fundamentally similar to the conventional design-from-scratch
approach, except it is simpler in many ways. There are also
processes unique to the installation of system packages.
These are described below using SunWize’s Grid-Tie Systems
as an example. Other suppliers’ approaches may vary, but
the process is generally similar supplier to supplier.
Step one: system selection. Site evaluation for PV system
packages is no different from conventional systems. What
is different is how the system is sized and selected. The
conventional procedure is for a solar consultant or salesperson to evaluate the site in terms of roof orientation, roof
pitch, available roof area and shading. That site information would then be turned over to a designer at the office
along with electricity usage data and the customer’s energy
production objective.
PV system packages, being preengineered, enable
the solar consultant to size and select the system during
the initial site visit using a configuration table. Once the
desired system output is determined, the first and most
critical configuration decision is the selection of the module. SunWize Grid-Tie System packages have three module
choices that provide a spectrum of price points and efficiencies: Sanyo (high efficiency and price), Sharp (midrange efficiency and price) and Kaneka (low efficiency and
price). For instance, if roof space is limited, then the Sanyo
HIT 200 will likely be the best module choice to meet the
customer’s production goal. Using this as an example, the

HOMERUN

TM

solar consultant then goes to the Sanyo section of the configuration table.
Once the module has been selected, the solar consultant
needs to choose the inverter. The inverter choice may be
driven by factors such as the installer’s preference of manufacturer. SunWize Grid-Tie Systems offer inverters from three
leading manufacturers: Fronius, SMA America and Xantrex.
The consultant then goes to the subsection for the inverter
manufacturer of choice, say Xantrex.
Next, the solar consultant locates the configuration
with the desired array output in either STC or CEC watts dc
within the Sanyo/Xantrex section of the configuration table.
The consultant then decides whether the system needs to be
ordered with or without racking. Perhaps the site requires a
ground-mounted instead of roof-mounted array, or the roofing material is a standing seam metal and the S-5! clamp system will be used to mount the modules.
On the initial sales visit, the solar consultant, already
knowing the dimensions of the specified modules, can determine how to best arrange them on the roof. PV system arrays
are modular in their design, enabling them to be configured
in a variety of ways—portrait, landscape, one large array, two
or more smaller arrays and so forth. SunWize packages its
modules into “panels” of three, four or five modules. The panels can be mounted separately or connected to one another
using rail splice kits.
Step two: purchasing and delivery. Once a system is selected,
purchasing is simple. An order is placed using the unique
single part number for the system. Because all system components are in stock, installers can time the purchase close
to the installation date, minimizing their carrying costs and
improving cash flow. Installers can request the electrical
drawing ahead of system delivery to complete the permit
submittal package.
Installers can have systems shipped to their shop or,
because everything is shipped together, directly to the job
site. Job site delivery is logistically more challenging because
the timing is difficult to predict. Not only does someone have
to meet the delivery, but also the delivery address often has
to be accessible to a semitruck. The installer can specify
a truck equipped with a lift gate and pallet jack for easier
unloading. Another option is to pick up the shipment at
the freight carrier’s dock and take it to the job. Aside from
routine inspection for freight damage, the installer simply
double checks that all parts were delivered, using a complete
BOM included with the shipping documents.
Step three: installation and inspection. Prior to installation,
the lead installer typically makes a site visit to determine the
inverter mounting location and to size the homerun cabling
before purchasing the conductors, conduit and fittings for
the runs between the array and the inverter and the inverter
and the electrical panel.

COMBINER BOXES
The industry standard
for commercial photovoltaic
combiner boxes

Type 4 and Type 4X metallic and
nonmetallic enclosures are available
to meet your project’s needs.

Meets UL Listing
requirements for
2008 NEC® 690.8

PRODUCTS

www.blueoakpvproducts.com
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Crystalline PV modules mounted with the S-5-PV Kit
to a standing seam metal roof produces a reliable
long term alternative power source. The patented
design of the attachment clamp and attendant roundpoint setscrews enables an entire installation without
a single penetration of the roof’s surface! Installation
is quick and easy.
To learn more about the S-5-PV Kit, visit us at

www.S-5.com
or call us at

888-825-3432
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The handoff of the system
Once the crew arrives at the site,
to
the
customer is enhanced
installing a system package is virtuby
the
documentation proally identical to installing a custom
vided
with
system packages.
designed system. That is, all the
Customers
receive
not only the
components and parts are present
technical
drawings
and instaland installed according to standard
lation
instructions
but
also all
practices. Again, with PV system
the
manufacturers’
manuals
packages, the installation is less
and warranty information in
likely to be disrupted while someone
one binder—something that
makes a run for a missing part.
is often overlooked by busy
Using system kits can make it easinstallers getting ready for the
ier to build good relationships with
next job.
building officials. In some areas with
volume package sales, local inspecPREDICTING THE FUTURE OF PV
tors have developed a level of famil- Embedded experience Preengineered PV packages
benefit
from
experienced
system
design
SYSTEM
PACKAGES
iarity and comfort with preengineered
PV system packages will evensystems. In many ways this is similar and component selection, both of which speed
tually dominate the market for
to the relationship that designers and the learning curve for installers and minimize the
residential systems, whether
installers of custom systems build potential for installation errors in the field.
they are developed by distribuover time with inspectors, but it happens more quickly. The detailed documentation provided with tors, manufacturers or installers. As the market continues to
preengineered systems and their wide deployment may speed grow, the disparity between the largest and smallest installers will also increase. As larger companies absorb midsized
sound relationships between the installer and the AHJ.
installers, the landscape will eventually consist of a small
top tier of increasingly larger installation companies and an
increasingly wide variety of small players.
The broad bottom tier will include more electrical, roofing and general contractors diversifying into solar as the
housing market struggles to recover. PV system packages
will serve the needs of that tier. The top tier will effectively
develop its own system packages, and these will form the
backbone of its residential business. This latter trend is well
underway as larger installers standardize their designs in
the interests of efficiency and cost savings.
Residential solar electric systems will continue their evoIntroducing the S-5-PV
lution from custom designed systems to off-the-shelf elecKit, a revolutionary new
tricity generating “appliances.” Preengineered systems will
solution to attach solar
continue to play a key role in this evolution.
PV panels to standing
seam metal roofs!
g C O N TAC T
Mike Bauer / SunWize Technologies / Kingston, NY / mbauer@sunwize.com /
sunwize.com
Resources
AEE Solar / 800.777.6609 / aeesolar.com
Conergy / 888.396.6611 / conergy.us
Ready Solar / 877.817.3239 / readysolar.com
Solar Depot / 800.822.4041 / solardepot.com
SolarWorld / 800.947.6527 / solarworld-usa.com
SunWize / 800.817.6527 / sunwize.com

Data Management, Performance Monitoring and Reporting Services for commercial scale power systems

MONITOR / REPORT & OPTIMIZE
your Power System Performance

How well is your
renewable energy
power system
working?

CEC listed for PMRS

YOUR COMPLETE COMMERCIAL MONITORING SOLUTION
Hardware and Software Instrumentation that will enable you to interface with your system remotely
• Our Sentalis line of high performance monitoring
systems offers stand alone, modular data
acquisition units that are easily expandable for
monitoring large photovoltaic installations
• Advanced datalogger manufactured by Campbell
Scientiﬁc - highly dependable even in harsh,
remote environments
• Remote diagnostics and automated e-mail alarms
• Automated data reporting
• Local data storage and battery backup
• Integrated sensor mounts and interconnect
cabling for quick and easy installations

Sentalis Graphical User Interface

True performance metrics calculations with adjustable
parameters, and graphical displays available online in
real time through our dedicated websites.

• Capable of monitoring multiple ﬂeets in
distributed locations
• As a Performance Data Provider, Draker will
help you satisfy all requirements for Performance
Based Incentives
www.drakerlabs.com
802.865.3866

Essentials for a Strong

Web Presence
Make your solar company
Web site vital today and tomorrow.
By Ronald Fel Jones

A

longside the rapid transformation of
the renewable energy industry itself in
recent years, a corresponding revolution has taken place in the quality and
effectiveness of solar company Web
sites. The massive infusion of money,
talent and resources into the solar
industry has changed the rules of the game. What might
have passed for a professional looking Web site in 2005 is
unlikely to make the grade today. Most major system equipment manufacturers, wholesale distributors and large system integrators now have Web sites ranging from good to
exemplary. This was not the case even 3 years ago.
It is not just the larger renewable energy companies reassessing the importance and quality of their current Web presence. Specialty equipment makers, system designers and
solar dealers and installers are also discovering the growing
importance and benefits of having an intelligently conceived,
well-designed Web site.
You do not need the world’s flashiest Web site, but you
do need, at a minimum, to meet the rapidly improving
industry standard. Why? Because if your competitor has
a better Web site than you do, people will tend to think,
consciously or unconsciously, that your competitor’s business is superior as well. Rightly or wrongly, the quality of
your Web site reflects on the quality of your business. And
this will be truer still tomorrow. But getting up to speed
with the competition is merely the beginning of a Web site’s
potential value to your business.
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START WITH THE FUNDAMENTALS
When you develop a strategic Web presence, you are
investing in a powerful tool that will prove its value from
the moment your Web site is launched, or relaunched as
the case may be. The site will increase its worth by serving
you and your customers in a growing number of ways. Your
first task is to create an outstanding basic Web site, one
that expertly performs its most fundamental functions: to
communicate an appealing and accurate picture of your
company and to provide a user friendly roadmap to dealing with your company. As any Web user knows, sites that
achieve these seemingly simple goals are not the norm, and
we find ourselves frustrated whenever we land on a site
that misses the mark.
Accomplishing this straightforward but surprisingly
demanding objective is the most important part of the whole
project. Everything you do later to enhance your Web presence depends on getting the first stage right.
So where to start? It might seem daunting to take a
modest Web site and make it into something that meets or
exceeds the best your competition offers. But this task does
not need to be overwhelming, if you have a good game plan.
STRATEGIZE BEFORE YOU BEAUTIFY
Organizing, prioritizing and presenting information is
what building a Web site is all about. It is tempting to
jump to the presenting step too soon, before adequately
organizing and prioritizing the information. This common mistake could be fatal to your Web continued on page 62

Anatomy of a Home Page
Name and logo on top
Make the name and logo
clear and crisp but not
overbearing.

A good photo does more than paint a pretty picture Photos should be aesthetically pleasing and
invite the viewer into the site. Good photos also tell what your business does. If the business is local or
regional, use scenes that viewers recognize as local surroundings. Getting great photography is one
of the most important and difficult aspects of any design exercise, Web or print.
Use keywords in menu
Keywords in text placed high on
the page boost your ranking in
Google and Yahoo searches.
The top menu bar is an ideal
place for keyword-rich text.
Your quintessential
statement This headline is your
best chance to quickly convey
to your potential customers that
they have found the right place.
Invest the time and thought
necessary to get this mother of
all messages just right.
Nothing sells like customer
testimonials Be sure to ask
permission to edit supportive
quotes for length and clarity.

C ou r t es y s t r a t e gi c wo rd .c om

State your unique selling proposition Clearly and succinctly
say what you do and why you do
it better than your competition.
Market segment gateways
Help your viewers readily identify
their needs on your site. Here is
where they are most likely to find
the answers to their questions.

Close the deal Carefully consider and determine the action you most want a Web site
viewer to take. Make an attractive graphic, button or icon to link to that action. This would
be analogous to a “Buy Now” button on a Web store. Be sure to place this action link on
every page.

independentpowerllc.com The Strategic Word worked
with Independent Power founder, Dave Palumbo, to launch
a revamped Web site that reflects the critical organizing,
prioritizing and presenting work discussed in this article.

Showcase your installations
Showing your work builds
customer trust. This frame rotates
through a gallery of five customer
installations. Clicking on a photo
leads to a gallery with additional
photos of similar jobs.
Show your credentials You
have taken the time to study and
improve your craft. Now post
your credentials on the wall.{
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site’s effectiveness. Truly superior copy and design depend
upon giving the writer and designer a well-considered,
meaningfully packaged body of information to work with.
This is precisely the central task: creating a coherent body
of information. Because Web interaction involves two parties, you must organize and prioritize the information from
two points of view—your own and that of your customers
and prospective customers. It is in the integration of these
two points of view that the alchemy of this process resides.

C ou r t es y s t r a t e gi c wo rd . co m

hiring a marketing consultant, or perhaps you can call on a
friend or colleague whose business acumen you respect.
Whether or not you get outside help with this task, be
sure to involve key staff in the process. Not only will they
have constructive input to offer, but also getting your partners and employees to participate in this important undertaking is a valuable team building exercise. Dave Palumbo of
Independent Power, for instance, reports that the value he
and his staff received when undergoing the strategic review
critical to upgrading his Web site extended beyond the new
REORGANIZE WHAT YOU KNOW
site. “Even as an experienced hand in the solar business,”
The information you provide must be presented in a way says Palumbo, “I definitely learned more about marketing
that is meaningful to the viewer. The goal is to make it easy my company and products from doing this project.”
for your visitors to readily access the information they need
Organizing this information and packaging it all in a new,
and, in the process, show prospective customers how your viewer friendly format is a creative, largely intuitive stratecompany can help them meet their needs.
gic exercise—more art than science—that will differ signifiThis vital information rarely exists in a viewer centric, cantly each time it is undertaken. Though the content of the
user friendly format. You need to carefully tease apart the process varies, a few key goals are always paramount.
existing knowledge about your business, review and study it
Determine your core, differentiating theme. This may be the
closely, and then put it back together in a way that makes it most important strategic communications exercise you will
easy for viewers to find what they want.
ever undertake. The beginning point for any successful marThe process can be compared to moving to a new home. keting campaign, Web or otherwise, is to clarify your vision
You could just pack everything up, put it in the truck, move about what makes your company unique in your market—to
to your new home and unload the same items into a differ- decide who you are. Identify what differentiates your prodent setting. Or, you could take the opportunity to go through ucts and services from the competition and then create an
your furniture, clothes and stuff in the garage, kitchen and online identity and craft core marketing messages that emabasement to decide what is important, what has lost its nate from that identity.
usefulness and what needs fixing. Now when you get your
Perhaps you are the oldest or the largest solar busiprocessed and repackaged items to the new house, you can ness in your market—both strong selling points if you can
more effectively put things where they belong. You can dis- back them up. If you are a newer solar company, look for
play the items you want to make your home warm, friendly ways to differentiate yourself from your competition. Are
and functional, and store the rest in places that make sense you NABCEP-certified? Are you a one-stop, full-service
dealer that even processes all the
and are easy to find.
incentive paperwork? Maybe you
With a Web site, your “stuff ” to
are launching an online store that
review and repackage usually will
promises the best prices or the best
be found in some combination of
tech support. Perhaps you are the
four primary sources: an existing
only installer in your area that perWeb site; marketing and company
forms both grid-tied and off-grid
materials; Internet research on
installations. Conversely, maybe you
the industry and competition; and
do off-grid exclusively (or grid-tied or
direct conversations with people,
solar water heating) and thus you are
mainly key company staff but also,
not distracted by other demands—
if possible, a few key customers and
the “we do one thing only and we do
even suppliers.
it well” angle.
The point is to determine your
ENGAGE IN A STRATEGIC REVIEW
unique selling proposition, make a
Sorting through the data at hand and
compelling story out of it and lead
asking incisive questions can elicit Include prominent market links Clearly
with this theme. Back it up wherever
insights and reveal key information. define your markets, then give your viewers
you can.
Most business owners are too close attractive, easy-to-find links on your home
page like these from Independent Power
Segment your markets. When peoto the situation to perform this stra(independentpowerllc.com).
ple come to your c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 6 6
tegic review effectively. Consider
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What Makes AEE Solar
a Great Team to Work With?
REASON #3

Unsurpassed
Tech Support
WITH THREE DECADES of hands-on,

Whether you need advice on designing
an off-grid or grid-tie system, the latest
product specs for string-sizing, help in
choosing the right grounding method to
ensure NEC compliance – or any other
support you might need to do the job
right – we’re here to help.

1. Best Products
2. Widest Inventory
3. Unsurpassed
Tech Support
4. Dealer Training
5. Renowned Catalog
6. On-Time Shipping

Our success depends
on your success.
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Call tech support anytime during business hours, 8:30 to 5:00 Paciﬁc Time, or
leave a message after hours and we’ll
get back to you the next business day if
at all possible.

Become an authorized
dealer and get all
AEE Solar has to offer:

cel

front-line experience in the solar
business to rely on, the sales engineers and tech support staff at AEE
Solar are known industry-wide for
the depth and quality of their technical expertise.
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Whether you are an industry veteran or a solar
rookie, put AEE Solar on your team for solar
success! Call or apply online today!

The Only Wholesale Distributor You’ll Ever Need

www.aeesolar.com

800-777-6609
8:30 to 5:00 Pacific Time
Monday-Friday

707-923-2277
707-923-3009 fax
sales@aeesolar.com

1155 Redway Drive
PO Box 339
Redway, CA 95560
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Web Tools and Functions to Consider
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Y

ou can begin to add new online functionality once you have
completed your basic Web site. Here are some of the more
popular ways to improve not just your Web site per se, but also
the way your company does business as a whole.
Information repository. One simple and valuable function your
site can provide is to serve as a data bank of useful information
your customers and prospects can download. When you put
online the documents you commonly send to your customers and
prospects—product literature, spec sheets, price lists, manuals,
essays—everybody benefits. Your customers get the information
they want on demand, and you do not have to print or mail anything. Also, you can upload private information that you do not want
everybody to see, and then password-protect the page. Your Web
host should have a simple
way for you to do that.
This entails one cardinal
rule: You must keep the
downloadable information up
to date. Bad data is worse
than no data at all.
Search engine optimization (SEO) The importance
of ranking high in Google
and Yahoo searches varies
from business to business.
If attaining a high ranking is
critical, as might be the case
Provide downloadable PDFs
with an online solar store for
Making key documents availexample, optimizing your
able online saves you time and
money, and your customers and site for search ranking can
be a complex task. Google
prospects get the information
provides excellent SEO inforthey want immediately.
mation (see “Custom Search
Engines Help” at google.
com/support) or you can view a free tutorial at increaseranking.
com/seotutorial.html.
Most solar dealers and installers do not need a sophisticated
level of SEO work. The majority can attain a solid ranking by covering the basics, which include determining the keywords people
use to search for your type of business and then using them as
often as possible at the top of each page, making a keyword-rich
page title, keeping your HTML clean and securing links to your
site from directories and other sites. However, search is a big
subject, and if ranking well is important to your success, it pays to
seek expert help.
Specials and product or service announcements. Nothing attracts
buyers like sales and discounts. The wholesale distributor AEE
Solar (aeesolar.com) always features a special offer on its home
page. It is a good idea to set aside a place on your home page to
feature new products or services, or link to any news items of note.
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Showcase what you sell If you are an equipment vendor
like AEE Solar (aeesolar.com), display product photos on the
home page. If you are an installer, show your installations.
Photo gallery of installations. If you are an installer, be sure to
shoot quality photos of all your installations, and then put up one
or two of each job. If you are a new solar installer, get your first
installs up as soon as you can. If you have been in business for
years and have scores of installations, put up the more recent and
interesting ones.
You can make use of a rotating gallery of photos on your
home page and add links to further images from there. For a
more comprehensive treatment, create a single page for each
project that provides details of the installation and additional
photos.
Be sure to get a good photographer to take these pictures.
You do not necessarily need a pro, but at least find somebody
who has a good feel for basic photography.
Solar education. Many larger solar companies dedicate a portion of their Web site to educating people about solar, and a growing number of dealers and installers do so as well. However, since
doing a good job of consumer education is no small undertaking,
a hybrid approach is advisable.
I recommend creating a page on your site with a brief synopsis of the advantages of going solar, plus key information on
solar tax credits, rebates and any other incentives available in your
market. Link to one or more of the hundreds of good solar education sites already out there; there is no need to reinvent the wheel.
You can choose from many excellent nonprofit, government and
utility online sources of solar education. Search around for one
that looks and feels good to you. It never hurts to ask permission
to link, though in most cases this is not required.

C ou r te sy str a te gi c w o rd. c o m

The Web is a visual medium Be sure to use lots of pleasing
images, especially ones that help tell your story, as Independent Power (independentpowerllc.com) did here.
Simple and secure online forms. Creating online forms for
everything from secure email and event registration to customer
surveys and dealer applications can be a real time saver for you
and a simple, immediate way for your customers and prospects
to submit information. It also provides a well-organized way to
collect data.
You can hire a developer to make a customized form, or you
can use an online service like FormSpring (formspring.com), which
provides a fairly simple user interface that a nonprogrammer can
master with a little time. Other popular form building sites are
FormSite (formsite.com) and FormRouter (formrouter.com).
E-newsletters. Any marketer will tell you that your customer
list is your most valuable asset. It is truly amazing how rarely this
potent resource is put to use. The first task before using your list
for online promotion is, of course, to make sure you have a system in place to get all your customers’ email addresses. Now you
can send them a newsletter on a periodic basis, perhaps monthly
or quarterly. A good e-newsletter will typically have some mix of
news, useful information and specials.
You can make your e-newsletter look great, with quality
design and images, by using an online email marketing service
such as Constant Contact (constantcontact.com) or Campaign
Monitor (campaignmonitor.com). These services are quite reasonable in price, and they have the added bonus of expertly handling
the task of list management for you.
Interactive communications. One of the most powerful functions your site can provide is a way for you to interact directly with
your customers and prospects. You might start one or more blogs

where you post upcoming events, sales, new product info, new
hires—anything your customers might find interesting or useful.
You can also set up a forum where site visitors can start their own
discussions related to your company, products and services.
Discussion forums and blogs can be very effective, but they
require a real commitment to keeping them going and moderated. Posting just once a month is not likely to attract much of a
following.
Solar calculators and estimators. Online solar savings calculators
and system cost estimators are getting more popular. Some thirdparty calculators are available, such as the one from Solar Estimate
(solar-estimate.org), which allows you to place a customized link to
a solar estimator on your Web site after setting up a free account.
Live tech support via chat or video chat. Live chat features allow
you to address product questions while viewers are still online.
You can build customers’ confidence and trust by showing them
that a live agent is just a click away. This is a major project that
requires a big commitment, but the increase in your ability to serve
your customers and boost sales may be commensurately large.
For a good overview of live chat and available software, see Live
Chat Support Software Review 2009 (live-chat-support-softwarereview.toptenreviews.com.)
Online training. If you need to train or educate customers
directly, online classes and webinars are worth considering. Popular sites like GoToMeeting (gotomeeting.com) and WebEx (webex.
com) make the technical logistics pretty simple; the real work lies
in creating a top-notch presentation.
Online store. Selling products online is getting easier all
the time. The size of the project depends largely on how many
products you want to sell. It is fairly simple to sell a few products
using one of the scores of shopping carts available at a wide
range of costs, some even free. It is far more work to set up an
online store selling thousands of products. E-commerce is a
subject well beyond the scope of this article, obviously, but there
are many Web resources where you can learn more about selling
your goods online.
Content management system (CMS). CMS services enable
clients to update their own Web site through a simple interface
without the help of Web professionals. If you have a fast changing, multi-office company that requires frequent updates by more
than one person, you might consider a CMS at some point. It
comes with a price, both literally and in terms of some unavoidable compromises to design and searchability. Proceed cautiously,
and do not even think about using a CMS without first doing the
homework to properly structure your Web site. Once you commit
to a CMS, making basic changes to the structure of your site can
be problematic.
This is by no means a complete list of possible Web tools
and functions to consider. The key point is that tools like these are
continually being developed and perfected, and companies that
deploy them competently are enriching the value of their sites for
owners and users alike.{
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If your competitor has a better Web
site than you do, people will tend to
think that your competitor’s business
is superior as well.

Web site, they want to quickly find
the information they are seeking. Most important, they need to
know if you sell the kinds of products or services they seek.
For example, if I come to
your site interested in solar
water heating systems, and you
also sell grid-tied PV, off-grid
PV, wind and micro-hydro systems, do not make me hunt to
find DHW. You may lose me before I find it. Moreover, when
I do find that link to solar hot water information, I want to
believe that what I am looking for is important to you, not
just a minor part of your business.
You can accomplish this by devoting a page or section
on your site to each market segment—and that segment
alone—and then linking these pages with attractive buttons or icons prominently displayed on the home page.
Find ways to indicate trustworthiness. However wonderful
the products and services you offer may be, if potential customers do not get a strong sense that they can trust what
you say and do, all is for naught. Given the detached nature
of a Web site, as opposed to a brick-and-mortar store where
customers can visit and find somebody to talk to, engendering trust online takes a concerted effort.
If your company is well established, this alone helps to
build trust. Make sure viewers know you have been in business for 5, 10 or more years. If your business is new, your
task is more challenging. If you are new to solar but have
electrical or general contractor experience, emphasize
that. State any training, certifications and licenses you or
your staff may have. Join the Better Business Bureau and
local Chamber of Commerce and list your memberships.
Show your installations on the Web site. Solicit written
testimonials from your customers. Nothing is more powerful
than a third party extolling your virtues. Since testimonials
without full attribution lose their value, be sure to get permission to use your customers’ names and also the right to
edit their comments to make them short and punchy. Satisfied customers are generally happy to do this.
Another factor that helps establish you online as a competent, trustworthy vendor is the quality of the Web site
itself. People who do not yet know you are more likely to
trust your company if your Web site looks professional and
does its job well.
A GOOD WEB SITE BEGINS AT HOME
Now that you have completed the strategic review, and you
have packaged the relevant information into viewer friendly
components, your site is ready to be written and designed.
The home page is by far the most important page on any
Web site. If your home page does not capture viewers’ interest
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and prompt them to learn more about
your company, you have virtually no
chance that they will “turn the page”
to explore further. Moreover, you have
maybe 10 seconds to elicit the viewer’s
desire to proceed. Now all the work
you did to process and repackage company information will prove its value.
Virtually everything you will ever
put on your site falls into one or more of these categories:
• Who we are
• What we do
• Who we serve
• How we can help you
• Why you should do business with us
• Why you can trust us
• How you can reach us
Since a good home page is both a gateway to and a
microcosm of your whole Web site, it should address each of
these vital categories in an incisive and pleasing way. (To see
how this goal was accomplished in a real world example, see
“Anatomy of a Home Page” on p. 61.)
BEYOND HOME
Utilizing your strategically packaged information to guide
the construction of your home page carries with it an enormous additional benefit: It lays the essential groundwork for
creating clear, smooth and intuitive navigation throughout
the Web site.
Clear navigation is aided by clean and spacious design.
You never want to overwhelm the viewer with too much
information on a page. Keep your pages open, free flowing
and uncluttered.
If you have both the time and the well-honed skills to
create a top-flight Web site yourself, great! But if you do not,
hire professionals to perform this challenging task. The days
of the homegrown business Web site have disappeared. You
cannot afford to be left behind.
Your strategic review, combined with talented copywriting and design, will enable you to attain the Web developer’s
Holy Grail: clean, well-lit pathways from your home page out
to every corner of your Web site.
Finally, remember to promote your site. Put your
URL on everything: business cards, ads, press releases,
trucks, packages, signs, letterhead, invoices, email
signature—everywhere!
g C O N TAC T
Ronald Fel Jones / The Strategic Word / San Jose, CA /
rfj@strategicword.com / strategicword.com

Introducing
the First Online Resource
Custom Built for the
Solar Workforce

FESSIONAL.COM
The online companion to SolarPro magazine, solarprofessional.com offers a
unique array of technical and business development functionality that targets the
needs of today’s industry professional. Features include...

f

UNMATCHED TECHNICAL CONTENT

f

EXPERT DISCUSSION FORUMS

f

PROMOTE YOUR BUSINESS...FREE

f

BUILD YOUR 2009 PROFESSIONAL CALENDAR

Access, comment on, and discuss all content in HTML or download both
individual articles and complete issues in PDF.

Leverage a national base of knowledge and experience by posting discussion
comments and questions in any of our subject-specific forums.

Build out a directory listing for your business and post press releases, job
openings, training opportunities and events all at no charge.

Stay out in front of your schedule by browsing the most current, nationwide
training opportunities and solar industry events across the US.

Visit solarprofessional.com—custom built for the solar workforce.

How Inverters
Work
By James Worden and Michael Zuercher-Martinson

What Goes on Inside
the Magic Box

O

ne of the most incredible things about photovoltaic
power is its simplicity. It is almost completely solid
state, from the photovoltaic cell to the electricity
delivered to the consumer. Whether the application
is a solar calculator with a PV array of less than 1 W
or a 100 MW grid-connected PV power generation plant, all that
is required between the solar array and the load are electronic
and electrical components. Compared to other sources of energy
humankind has harnessed to make electricity, PV is the most
scalable and modular. Larger PV systems require more electrical bussing, fusing and wiring, but the most complex component
between the solar array and the load is the electronic component
that converts and processes the electricity: the inverter.

In the case of grid-tied PV, the inverter is the only piece of electronics
needed between the array and the grid. Off-grid PV applications use an additional dc to dc converter between the array and batteries and an inverter
with a built-in charger. In this article we discuss how inverters work, including string, or single-phase, and central, 3-phase inverters; explore major
inverter functions, key components, designs, controls, protections and communication; and theorize about future inverter technology.
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KEY INVERTER FUNCTIONS
Four major functions or features are common to all transformer-based, grid-tied
inverters:
• Inversion
• Maximum power point tracking
• Grid disconnection
• Integration and packaging
Inversion. The method by which dc power from the PV array is converted to
ac power is known as inversion. Other than for use in small off-grid systems and
small solar gadgets, using straight dc power from a PV array, module or cell is not
very practical. Although many things in our homes and businesses use dc power,
large loads and our electrical power infrastructure are based on ac power. This
dates back to the early days of Edison versus Tesla when ac won out over dc as a
means of electrical power distribution.
An important reason that ac won out is because it can be stepped up and travel
long distances with low losses and with minimal material. This could change in

First half of cycle

Second half of cycle

Diagram 1 An H-bridge circuit performs the basic conversion from dc to ac power.
This solid state switching process is known as inversion.

the distant future if more of our energy is produced, stored and consumed by
means of dc power. Today, the technology exists to boost dc electricity to high
voltages for long distance transfer, but it is very complex and costly. For the foreseeable future, ac will carry electricity between our power plants, cities, homes
and businesses.
In an inverter, dc power from the PV array is inverted to ac power via a set
of solid state switches—MOSFETs or IGBTs—that essentially flip the dc power
back and forth, creating ac power. Diagram 1 shows basic H-bridge operation in
a single-phase inverter.
Maximum power point tracking. The method an inverter uses to remain on the
ever-moving maximum power point (MPP) of a PV array is called maximum power
point tracking (MPPT). PV modules have a characteristic I-V curve that includes a
short-circuit current value (Isc) at 0 Vdc, an open-circuit voltage (Voc) value at 0 A
and a “knee” at the point the MPP is found—the location on the I-V curve where
the voltage multiplied by the current yields the highest value, the maximum
power. Diagram 2 (p. 70) shows the MPP for a module at full sun in a variety of
temperature conditions. As cell temperature increases, voltage decreases. Module
solarprofessional.com | S o l a r P r o
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Diagram 2 The knee, or maximum power point, of the I-V
curve varies dramatically according to the effects of both cell
temperature, as shown here, and irradiance.

Northeast. Finding the array’s MPP and remaining on it, even
as it moves around, is one of the most important grid-direct
solar inverter functions.
Grid disconnection. As required by UL 1741 and IEEE 1547,
all grid-tied inverters must disconnect from the grid if the
ac line voltage or frequency goes above or below limits prescribed in the standard. The inverter must also shut down if it
detects an island, meaning that the grid is no longer present.
In either case, the inverter may not interconnect and export
power until the inverter records the proper utility voltage
and frequency for a period of 5 minutes. These protections
eliminate the chance that a PV system will inject voltage or
current into disconnected utility wires or switchgear and
cause a hazard to utility personnel. If an inverter remained
on or came back on before the utility was reliably reconnected, the PV system could backfeed a utility transformer.
This could create utility pole or medium voltage potentials,
which could be many thousands of volts. A significant battery of tests is performed on every grid-tied inverter to make
certain that this situation can never occur.
Table 1 shows the voltage and frequency limiting values and the time periods that the inverter has to be offline,
referred to as clearing times. Notice that some values are
different for inverters under 30 kW and those over 30 kW.
Three-phase commercial inverters over 30 kW have limits
that can be adjusted with the permission of the local utility. This can be very useful in an area with a fluctuating
grid, which often results in a significant loss of energy. Long
utility lines, areas with heavy load cycling or an unstable
island of power grids can all contribute to continued on page 72

performance is also irradiance dependent. When the sun is
brighter, module current is higher; and when there is less
light, module current is lower. Since sunlight intensity and
cell temperature vary substantially throughout the day and
the year, array MPP current and voltage also move significantly, greatly affecting inverter and system design.
The terms full sun or one sun are ways to describe the
irradiance conditions at STC (1000 W/m2). Sunlight
intensity varies from nothing to full sun or a little
more than one sun in some locations and conditions. This means that PV output current can vary
Inverter type, size
Clearing time(s)
Clearing time(s)
from zero to full array rating or more. Inverters need
and voltage
Voltage range [V]
(seconds)
Frequency range [Hz]
(seconds)
to work with arrays at their lowest voltages, which
V < 211.2
2.00
f > 60.5
0.16
occur under load on the hottest days, as well as at
Residential
211.2 < V < 264
operational
f < 59.3
0.16
240 Vac
their highest voltages, which occur at unloaded
264 < V
1.00
59.3 < f < 60.5
operational
open circuit array conditions on the coldest days. In
V < 104
0.16
f > 60.5
0.16
some climates, temperatures can vary by 100°F or
104 < V < 183
2.00
f < 59.3
0.16
Commercial,
more, and PV cell temperatures can vary by 150°F.
3-phase 208 Vac,
183 < V < 228.8
operational
59.3 < f < 60.5
operational
This means array voltage can vary by ratios of nearly
<30 kW inverter
228.8 < V < 249.6
1.00
—
—
2:1. A string of 22 Evergreen ES-A-210 modules, for
249.6 < V
0.16
—
—
example, will reach a Voc of 597 Vdc with a cell temV < 240
0.16
f > 60.5
0.16
perature of -30°C (-22°F). The MPP voltage (Vmp)
240 < V < 422.4
2.00
57.0< f < 59.8
0.16
can get as low as 315 Vdc in an ambient temperaCommercial,
3-phase 480 Vac,
422.4 < V < 528
operational
f < 57.0
0.16
ture of 50°C (122°F). In most cases, the maximum
>30 kW inverter
528 < V < 576
1.00
59.8 < f < 60.5
operational
power point voltage operates over a 25% variation.
576 < V
0.16
However, this number is lower in regions with more
1
Per
IEEE
1547
these
values
may
be
adjustable
in
an inverter over 30 kW with utility permission.
consistent year-round temperatures, such as San
Diego, California, and is higher in regions where
Table 1 Utility grid voltage and frequency limits for grid-tied PV
inverters as required by UL 1741 and IEEE 1547.
temperature varies more, such as the Midwest and
1
1

1
1
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Grid Limits for Inverters
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grid fluctuation. If a PV system significantly underperforms
as a result (beyond nuisance tripping), adjusting the inverter
limits can be beneficial.
UL 1741 and IEEE 1547 also require that inverters not
create a power island. This means that if the utility goes out,
the inverter cannot remain on, producing power to any load
or portion of a building load, including rotating or oscillating loads. For example, even if the building’s load is similar
or exactly balanced with the output of the PV system, the
inverter may not remain on if the utility is not present. Algorithms for detecting anti-islanding must constantly check to
see that the utility grid is really present. A specially tuned
“resonant load” set up to mirror the utility tests this inverter
function. The resonant load is made up of a very specific
inductive, capacitive and resistive network with many
settings. Its goal is to attempt to trick the inverter’s antiislanding algorithm into thinking that the utility is really
there, at many different prescribed power levels called out in
the UL 1741 standard. This load is connected to the inverter
operating at full power, and the grid is connected. The resonant load is set to the exact output power of the inverter.
When the whole system is stable, the utility is disconnected
while the resonant load maintains voltage and frequency
within the inverter’s limits. The inverter has a maximum of
2 seconds to successfully recognize that the grid is disconnected and shut off.
Integration and packaging. Other required equipment built
into or included with an inverter includes: ac disconnection
means, both manual and automatic; dc disconnection means;
EMI and RFI filtering equipment; transformer (if the inverter
is transformer-based); cooling system; GFDI circuit; LED indicators or LCD display; communication connections for PC or
Internet data monitoring; and the product packaging.

C ou r te s y so l re n. c o m ( 2 )
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Inverter packaging The power electronic module, such as
this compact 55-pound power module from a 100 kW PV
inverter, is just one of the many components that are integrated into the final inverter package.

Manual ac and dc disconnection means are designed into
inverters or PV systems so that the inverter can be disconnected
from the grid and the PV array if service technicians, installers or other qualified personnel need to turn off the inverter or
access the main inverter enclosure. Automatic ac disconnection means—such as an ac contactor—are used to minimize or
totally eliminate nighttime tare losses and reduce susceptibility
to damage from nighttime power surges and lightning strikes.
Disconnecting power supplies, chips and components of all
types at night also extends their service life.
Inverter packaging brings all the components into a single, shippable unit. (The largest 3-phase c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 7 4
Utility

+PV

+PV

+PV

N

dc fuses
(optional PV
subcombiner)

-PV

-PV

-PV

dc
disconnect
switch

Building
ac distribution
panel

Fan

ac disconnect
switch

N

Contactor
Inverter

Filter

Transformer

EMI/RFI filter
Building loads

Ground fault detection/interrupt not shown.

Diagram 3 The major equipment included in an integrated inverter package is detailed in this schematic for a representative
3-phase, central inverter.
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And the
drumroll
please...

You asked. Magnum listened. Introducing the
NEW Magnum Panels and Parallel Inverter/Chargers
MP Series AC/DC
Panel features:
 Single panel can power
up to two units
 Dual panel can power
up to four units
 Only five part numbers –
multiple configurations
 Standard components include:
 AC bypass
(60 or 125 amps)
 DC breaker (250 amps)
 AC and DC wiring
inside the panels
 DC shunt
(500 or 1000 amps)
 AC input breakers

MS-PAE Series
Parallel Inverter/
Charger features:
 120/240 VAC output
 Two new models
offered, the MS4024PAE
and MS4448PAE
 Parallel up to four
units with the new
Magnum Router
 Achieve up to 17.6 KW
at 120/240 VAC
To learn more about
these new products visit
www.magnumenergy.com

The Powerful Difference
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Grid
sensing

dc input on one side and the inverter’s ac
output to the grid on the other. Single stage
products like 60 Hz transformer-based
Building/
string inverters typically use an H-bridge
grid
for inversion from dc to ac, as shown in
Diagram 1 (p. 69).
Diagram 4 shows all the key components in a single stage inverter, including
the H-bridge circuit. The switches at the
Inductor
Transformer 60 Hz
far left represent the power semiconductor switches. By alternately closing the top
V
V
V
left and bottom right switches, then the top
180 Vac filtered
250–600 Vdc
right and bottom left switches, the dc volt240 Vac
I
age is inverted from positive to negative,
to grid
creating a rectangular ac waveform.
180 Vac raw
In a grid-interactive, 60 Hz transformerbased inverter, however, the output curDiagram 4 A 60 Hz, transformer-based, single-phase inverter circuit.
rent needs to be a sine wave form. This
requires a more complex operation. The
inverter packages, for commercial and utility scale appli- H-bridge puts out a series of on-off cycles to draw an approxcations, may ship as more than one enclosure.) Packaging imated sine wave shape. This is known as pulse width modualso protects the inverter from the outside elements and lation (PWM). With a 250 Vdc to 600 Vdc input, the H-bridge
keeps unintended guests, human or otherwise, away from circuit for a typical 60 Hz transformer-based string inverter
the equipment. The use of high quality materials and fin- will put out an approximated sine wave with an ac voltage of
ishes is necessary to meet the needs of the application. The about 180 Vac. The role of the components after the H-bridge
service life of a PV inverter, for example, requires the use of is to smooth and change the magnitude of that approxicorrosion-resistant fasteners, like stainless steel screws, to mated sine wave.
ensure that individual components can be accessed and serMagnetics. The string inverter in Diagram 4 contains sevviced over 25 years.
eral pieces of equipment that are referred to as magnetics or
magnetic components. These include the inductor and the
KEY INVERTER COMPONENTS
transformer, shown to the right of the H-bridge. These magIn this section, we discuss key inverter components. As a netic components filter the waveshapes resulting from the
starting point, basic inverter
PWM switching, smoothoperation is illustrated by looking out the sine waves,
ing at a single-stage, single-phase,
and bring ac voltages
60 Hz transformer-based inverter.
to the correct levels for
Additional inverter topologies
grid interconnection. The
are explained subsequently.
magnetics also provide
Solid state switches. All invertisolation between the dc
ers today use some combinacircuits and the ac grid.
tion of power semiconductors—
Note that the ac waveIGBTs, MOSFETS or both in
form entering the inducsome cases—to invert dc to ac
tor is raw and triangular;
power. Other key components in
but on leaving the device,
the main power inversion circuit
it is a clean 180 Vac sine
are inductor(s), capacitors and a
wave. Because 180 Vac
transformer, either 60 Hz or high
cannot be directly confrequency. The latter is used in
nected to the utility grid,
it goes through a 60 Hz
transformer-based inverters to
transformer. The resulting
adjust voltage levels as needed by Solid state switches These solid state switches—a 1,200 V,
600
A
IGBT
and
a
20
A,
800
V
MOSFET—both
convert
dc
to
smooth,
sinusoidal 208,
the topology and to provide galac
power
within
an
inverter.
240
or
vanic isolation between the solar
c o n t i n u e d o n pa g e 7 6
DSP
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Creating clean sine waves The inductor transforms raw ac
waveforms created by the H-bridge into clean sine waves. (On
left, a 20 A inductor typical of a residential string inverter; on
right, a 300 A inductor used in large central inverters.)

277 Vac inverter output is connected to the grid. Grid synchronous operation is made possible by grid sensing feedback. Grid voltage information is provided to the inverter’s
digital signal processor (DSP) or microcontroller, the device
that controls the H-bridge.
Magnetics are labor and material intensive, and their
costs are tied to expensive commodities like copper and
iron. They can also take a costly tare on system performance,
and careful design is needed to achieve maximum efficiency.
There are two main loss components associated with the
use of magnetics. The first component includes core losses,

Voltage

Minimum
dc bus voltage
Vpeak
Vrms

Diagram 5 The inverter’s dc bus voltage must be higher than
the peak ac voltage on the primary side of the transformer to
create ac power from dc.
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which involve the magnetic material (such as iron laminations, magnetic ribbon or sintered powdered material) and
gap losses, which result when the magnetic components
have a gap between core halves, for example. The second loss
component is the conductor or coil loss. These are simply
the resistive losses in the many coils of wire around the magnetic cores. Good inverter design needs to minimize both
types of losses.
Minimum dc input voltage. A wide dc input voltage window is beneficial to PV system designers and installers,
since solar arrays operate over a wide voltage range. An even
wider voltage window is required to enable designers to
select between a wide range of PV products and string configurations. Achieving this wide dc input voltage range is not
easy, because inverter designers have to balance concerns
like efficiency, circuit complexity and cost.
The laws of physics also limit inverter designers. The
inverter’s dc input bus voltage needs to be greater than the
peak of the ac voltage on the primary side of the transformer.
In order to maintain this relationship at all times, an additional control and safety margin is required. With a minimum PV input voltage of 250 Vdc, for example, the highest
amplitude ac sine wave you can create is about 180 Vac, as
illustrated in Diagram 5
The PV input voltage, of course, will greatly exceed 250
Vdc in many array layouts or temperature and light conditions. If 250 Vdc is selected as the inverter’s lower dc voltage
design limit, then the H-bridge will always create an ac sine
wave with a magnitude of 180 Vac. This is true even when
the dc voltage present is 300 Vdc, 400 Vdc or higher. This is
because the rest of the 60 Hz transformer-based inverter
needs to operate on a relatively fixed ac voltage. The voltage
on the utility side of the inverter’s transformer—the secondary side—is fixed within a small range of variation. Inverter
designers must set the voltage on the primary side of that
transformer accordingly.
Capacitors. The most important use of capacitors in
the inverter power stage is for filtering ripple currents on
dc lines. Ripple is an undesirable phenomenon caused by
power semiconductor switching. Capacitors are also used to
keep the dc bus voltage stable and minimize resistive losses
over the dc wiring between the PV array and the inverter,
since the resulting current from the array to the inverter dc
bus is constant. A relatively smooth dc voltage and current
at the input of the inverter allow good PV voltage regulation,
which results in an MPP tracking algorithm that works well
and has high accuracy.
Lower frequency capacitors, typically electrolytic types,
make up the main capacitance on typical inverter bus structures. These have very high capacitance and the ability to
filter large ripple currents. High frequency capacitors, typically film capacitors of various types, c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 7 8
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are also used for filtering out high frequency noise
and spikes from power semiconductor turn-on and
turn-off cycles.
Capacitors, particularly electrolytic types, are
susceptible to failure from long-term operation in
hot environments. Inverter designers have to carefully select the proper capacitors to ensure that
they can take the heat and absorb the high ripple
currents that are possible. Selecting high-grade versions and using more than are required to minimize
heating of the capacitors caused by the ripple current are typical approaches.
A different and newer approach, seen in some
commercial 3-phase inverters, involves the use of
high capacity film capacitors. Unlike electrolytic
capacitors, film capacitors cannot dry out and will
therefore last longer. They are also less affected by
temperature. The trade-off is that film capacitors are
more costly and take up more space. However, that
trade-off can be very worthwhile, especially on large
inverters where space is less an issue. Commercial
and industrial PV systems will produce large quantities of electricity over 25 years or more, so the inverter needs
to be as reliable and long-lasting as possible.
Maximizing efficiency. Optimizing efficiency, or reducing
loss, is an important part of inverter design and component
selection. The goal is to optimize the inverter for maximum
efficiency, while maintaining high reliability and delivering a
product at a good price. Because there are losses associated
with each, components of efficient design include the choice

Removing ripple The capacitor on the left is an electrolytic
type, and the others are various film capacitor types. Capacitors filter ripple currents and stabilize the dc bus.
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Thermal management Many
inverters, like the
100 kW central
inverter shown
here, provide different temperature
zones for major
components. A
relatively cool
section protects
sensitive power
electronics on the
top, while a higher
temperature section houses the
magnetics below.

of IGBT or MOSFET power semiconductor switches, switching frequency, method of switch control and turn-on and turnoff method. Many of these choices require a careful balance of
waveform smoothness, noise, reliability and efficiency.
Because the installed cost for PV systems is high, requiring subsidies to make financial sense, the benefits of high
efficiency are compelling. A 1% increase in inverter efficiency
translates into immediate and long-term savings, a result of
increased energy harvest and increased compensation for
that energy. An even more powerful way to look at efficiency
on a 100 kW PV system is that a 1% gain in efficiency means
you could install 1 kW less of PV. This results in upfront savings of $6,000 to $8,000.
As the installed cost for PV decreases, inverter efficiency
may become less critical than it is today. However, it will
always be better to convert as much PV power into ac power
as possible. To do otherwise results in waste heat. With
greater inverter efficiency, less energy and fewer materials
are needed for the inverter’s cooling system, resulting in prolonged inverter life.
Thermal performance. As far as thermal performance is concerned, the first goal of inverter design is to minimize loss.
The next goal is to minimize temperature gain for maximum
inverter component life. The last step is to minimize power
requirements and energy consumed for cooling system needs.
Where a significant temperature differential exists
between inverter components, different types of components are often separated into temperature zones within the
inverter’s overall enclosure. This is especially useful when
lower temperature components are also more sensitive to
higher temperatures. This approach is utilized in many 60 Hz

C ou r te sy solre n .c om

Temperature zones
These thermal
images were taken
inside the inverter
on the facing page
after 6 hours of
full-power operation at an ambient
temperature of 70°F.
The maximum temperature recorded in
the electronics section of the inverter is
120°F, even though
the highest temperature recorded
in the magnetics
section is 183°F.

transformer-based inverter designs, both string and central
types. The 60 Hz transformers can operate at much higher
temperatures than semiconductors, capacitors and other
electronic components.
Software and monitoring. To reliably control the inverter,
the software designed to run on the inverter’s digital signal
processor or microcontroller is developed over years of code
writing and debugging. The most critical control is the one
driving the power stage. This creates the PWM waveforms
that generate the sine waves ending up on the utility grid and
at the building’s loads. Software also controls the inverter’s
interaction with the grid and drives all the appropriate UL
1741 and IEEE 1547 required controls and events. Another
part of the software controls the MPPT function that varies
the dc voltage and current level as required to accurately and
quickly follow the moving MPP of the PV array. All of these
major functions, as well as a multitude of others, are carried
out in unison like an orchestra. Software is used to drive the
contactor that places the inverter on the grid in the morning and off the grid at night. Software controls temperature
limits and optimizes cooling system controls. Software, its
development history and robustness, is a critical element in
any inverter.
A completely different aspect of the inverter’s software
is related to communication with other inverters, PCs and
data onto the Internet, as well as building management systems. Sometimes this is done by separate devices, such as
data monitoring devices or Internet gateways that gather
data from the inverter or integrated software and hardware
within the inverter. Data monitoring is an important part
of a PV system since it lets owners and installers know its
solarprofessional.com | S o l a r P r o
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development that is evolving quickly. Several inverter
manufacturers or third-party monitoring providers offer
advanced features, like revenue grade monitoring, PV
string and subarray monitoring, weather monitoring and
inverter-direct monitoring.

DSP control board Critical inverter functions rely on the software run on the DSP.

status and provides quick alerts if there are inverter or PV
system faults. Since an inverter already measures and calculates much information regarding ac and dc sides of the PV
system, it is typically a convenient place to gather this data,
process it and place it on the Internet, for example.
Some inverter manufacturers provide PC or Web based
monitoring options; some inverters are compatible with
third-party monitoring systems; and some inverters have
both options available. Monitoring is one area of inverter

DSP

ALTERNATIVE INVERTER TOPOLOGIES
So far we have discussed the design and operation of a
single-stage, single-phase, 60 Hz transformer-based string
inverter. Other common inverter design topologies and
applications include 3-phase inverters, high frequency
inverters, bipolar inverters, transformerless inverters and
battery based inverters. In some cases a single inverter
product may incorporate several of these features. This
is the case with Solaron inverters from Advanced Energy,
which are 3-phase, bipolar and transformerless products.
While we do not address this exact combination of features
in this section, we do explore the most common alternative
inverter topologies for PV applications.
3-phase, 60 Hz transformer-based inverters. The operation
of a 60 Hz transformer-based, 3-phase inverter is very similar
to that of the string inverter. The difference is that a central
inverter has three phase outputs instead of two. In order to
generate three phase outputs, 60 Hz transformer-based central inverters typically use a 3-phase bridge. This is a bridge
with a 6-switch design.
Diagram 6 shows a 3-phase, 6-switch bridge. The
RMS voltage of the PWM-created sine c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 8 2

Grid
sensing

Building/
grid

Filter inductor

Inverter electronics
power stage

V

V
325–600 Vac

V
208 Vac filtered

I

480 Vac
to grid
208 Vac raw

Diagram 6 A 60 Hz transformer-based, 3-phase inverter circuit.
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weigh less, are smaller and cost less than 60 Hz
transformers. A high frequency transformer, for
example, weighs 10% to 20% of a 60 Hz transformer of the same power level. This allows for a
smaller, lighter and easier to install package.
Single-Phase
3-Phase
Grid-Direct Inverters
Off-Grid Inverters
Central Inverters
Another advantage of a high frequency
60 Hz Xfmr
HF Xfmr
Xfmr-less
60 Hz Xfmr
60 Hz Xfmr
Xfmr-less
transformer-based inverter topology is that it
PV Powered
Fronius
Power-One
Apollo
PV Powered
Advanced Energy
allows for a wide dc input voltage range. This is
SMA
Kaco
Magnum
Satcon
because of the two-stage design of the inverter.
Solectria
OutBack Power
SMA
These stages are shown in Diagram 7.
Xantrex
SMA
Solectria
The first block, greatly simplified, represents
Xantrex
Xantrex
a voltage boost circuit. This is, therefore, referred
to as the boost stage. By turning the MOSFET or
IGBT on and off, represented here by the switch
Table 2 The distribution of 60 Hz transformer versus high frequency
transformer versus transformerless inverter topologies in string inverters
symbol, under the correct PWM control, the
and central inverters.
inductor and diode boost the voltage from the
input (left) to the output (right) of the circuit.
When
the
switch
is closed, current flows through the inducwave is typically 200 Vac or 208 Vac. This voltage is derived
tor
in
the
direction
of the minus sign in Diagram 7. When
from a minimum PV voltage of 300 Vdc or 330 Vdc, dependthe
switch
opens,
stopping
the flow of current through the
ing on the inverter model and options. As with the previous
switch,
the
voltage
is
boosted
higher. When this happens the
single-phase example (Diagram 4, p. 74), the 3-phase, 60 Hz
diode
starts
conducting,
and
the
inductor current flows out
transformer-based inverter includes an inductor to filter out
to
the
capacitor
to
the
right.
This
boost circuit accepts an
the PWM-created sine wave and a transformer to convert the
input
of
200
Vdc
to
600
Vdc
and
will
output a constant 700
filtered waveform to the correct ac voltage. The transformer
Vdc.
Again
using
PWM,
the
H-bridge
converts
the high voltalso isolates the PV system from the grid.
age
dc
from
the
boost
stage
to
a
high
frequency
ac signal.
High frequency string inverters. Many of the grid-direct
This
is
fed
through
the
high
frequency
transformer,
which
string inverters available in North America today utilize high
provides
isolation
and
brings
the
voltage
to
the
right
level
frequency transformers. (See Table 2 for the actual distribufor
grid
interconnection.
tion.) High frequency transformer-based inverter circuit
The final stage is shown on the right of Diagram 7. An
topology and operation is quite different from that of 60 Hz
inductor
filters out the high frequency switching cycles to
transformer-based inverters. High frequency transformers

Co ur te sy so l re n. c o m ( 2 )

Distribution of PV Inverter Topologies
in North America

Grid
sensing

DSP

Building/
grid

HF transformer
H-bridge

Boost stage

700
V

V
200–600 Vdc

700 Vdc

700

Diagram 7 A high frequency, transformer-based, single-phase inverter circuit.
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Inductor

340
340

V
240 Vac
to grid
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High
frequency
transformer

High frequency transformer All the semiconductors and
magnetics components in this 2.5 kW string inverter are
mounted on a common heat sink.

create a smooth, grid quality 208, 240 or 277 Vac 60 Hz sine
wave. Grid sensing feedback lets the DSP and its software
regulate the H-bridge to constantly create smooth 60 Hz output current at the right voltage. As opposed to single stage
inverters, inverters with a voltage booster at the input work
most efficiently at high dc input voltage levels.
The disadvantage with a high frequency inverter topology
is that more silicon semiconductors are required, resulting
in higher costs. However, since copper and iron commodity
prices are volatile and trending upward, buying more silicon
and less copper and iron is a trade-off that many companies
are willing to make. The amount of silicon used for semiconductors in an inverter is quite small, even compared to the
smaller magnetic components common in high frequency
string inverters. Besides weight and cost reductions, lower
losses and less waste heat are additional benefits of smaller
high frequency magnetics. These allow for direct mounting
to heat sinks, even mixing components of different temperature classes.
Bipolar inverters. UL 1741 and the NEC restrict the design
and operation of grid-tied PV equipment to a maximum
potential to ground of no greater than 600 Vdc under any
conditions expected for a given site. This is why the maximum dc voltage on most inverters is 600 Vdc. Because of
the large temperature swing that PV modules must operate within—especially in regions with high maximum and
extreme low minimum ambient temperatures—the voltage
range of PV array operation is quite broad. In some cases, the
ratio of high to low voltage approaches 2:1. This means that

the nominal operating voltage of a PV array that is designed
to have a maximum Voc of 600 Vdc is typically 400 Vdc or
less. On warm days, the array voltage might be 350 Vdc to
330 Vdc or even less.
Bipolar topologies allow the inverter designer to make
use of dc voltage both above and below ground. Circuit
construction is not necessarily different with a bipolar
approach; the array is just grounded at a center point rather
than at one end or the other. It is possible to use any of the
methods described previously for the power stage and operation of a bipolar inverter. There are significant differences,
however, in various component ratings since the potential
across open dc switches and all dc equipment is now about
double at 1,000 Vdc. Also the dc ground fault circuit interrupter needs to detect faults separately on both the positive
and the negative side of the array. Especially in commercial
and utility scale PV systems, where massive amounts of copper or aluminum conductors are used, higher dc array voltages mean less conductor material, lower costs and, in some
cases, improved system efficiency. Special requirements in
the NEC for bipolar source and output circuits are found in
Article 690.7(E).
Transformerless inverters. Transformerless operation is popular in Europe, especially for string inverters and increasingly for 3-phase central inverters. The basic premise is that
since a building or utility transformer is down the line anyway, another transformer right in or alongside the PV inverter
is not needed. Eliminating the transformer reduces cost,
size and weight. Doing away with the transformer inside the
inverter also eliminates the loss components associated with
the transformer, increasing inverter efficiency.
While UL 1741and the NEC allow for the use of transformerless inverters in PV systems, additional requirements
apply. These are spelled out in NEC 690.35 and include the
use of PV Wire, a different version of the double-insulated,
single conductor source circuit cable typically used in PV
installations. This cable is more expensive than USE-2 or
RHW-2 and is less available in the US than in Europe. Overcurrent protection and dc disconnect requirements are also
different, since both positive and negative current-carrying
conductors to the inverter are ungrounded.
Off-grid inverters. All off-grid inverters are based on 60
Hz transformers. This is probably due to the development
of the off-grid industry. Some of the first widely available,
affordable inverters in the late ’70s and ’80s were originally
designed for motor homes and recreational use. Products
like the Tripp Lite inverters operated on a very basic principle—a 12 Vdc input to a square-wave transistor that fed
a transformer. This transformer boosted the voltage more
than 10 times to an output of 120 Vac. The output waveform
was slightly less than square and was considered a modified
sine wave. These crude devices made a considerable buzz,
solarprofessional.com | S o l a r P r o
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had low efficiencies and could not
be used with certain appliances
sensitive to nonstandard sine
wave power.
The original inverters popular
for use with off-grid solar were the
Trace, Heart Interface and one
or two other brands. These were
originally available with a 12 Vdc
input, but 24 Vdc models followed
soon thereafter for larger systems.
Eventually 48 Vdc versions for
even larger and more efficient systems became available, allowing
smaller wiring and fewer paralleled batteries. For a given power
level, 48 Vdc systems use 50% of
the current of a 24 Vdc system and 25% of a 12 Vdc system.
The advantages to a higher dc input are quite obvious.
The off-grid inverter models in Table 2 (p. 82) are based
on a solid state switching input to a 60 Hz transformer. The
transformer boosts the output significantly, for example 12
Vdc or 24 Vdc inverter input to 120 Vac output or 48 Vdc
input to 240 Vac output. Note that with a 12 Vdc bus coming into an inverter, the peak of the ac sine wave out of the
H-bridge is 12 Vac. This means that the RMS amplitude of
the sinusoidal waveform is a mere 8 Vac. The transformer
needs to boost this to 120 Vac, a very large ratio of 1:15.
Although most modern inverters for off-grid solar applications have a 120 Vac output, several models are available
with 240 Vac output. Other models let you stack two or more
120 Vac units for a 240 Vac split-phase electrical service (or
simply to service larger loads), and 3-phase configurations
are also possible.
Boosting voltage by a large ratio lends itself well to a
60 Hz transformer. Another great advantage of the 60 Hz
transformer in this design is that it completely isolates
the battery and the ac system from one another, which is a
good reliability and safety feature. Working with low voltages means high current levels, MOSFETs with high current ratings and big wires. Considering the task at hand,
the manufacturers of these 12 Vdc to 48 Vdc input off-grid
inverters have done a great job, achieving admirable efficiencies while maintaining reasonable costs. Most models
provide efficiencies in the low 90% range, with the best
models approaching 95% peak efficiencies.

components, even though
their portion of the overall
budget is quite small. In
most cases, inverter costs
represent on the order of
10% of total system costs; in
larger systems, they are well
under 10%. Nevertheless,
as the PV market matures,
cost reduction is a definite
trend to watch, even with
inverters. Increased competition, higher volumes, new
technologies and advanced
manufacturing processes
will all enter the equation.
A struggle to achieve
higher efficiencies exists at all inverter power levels. The
top transformer-based residential and commercial inverters
achieve CEC efficiencies of 95% to 96% and peak efficiencies
above 97%. The industry is quickly reaching a place of diminishing returns, as there are precious few losses to shave off
at this point. PV inverter manufacturers continue to work
toward increasing efficiency, looking to gain another 0.5% to
1%. Transformerless inverters may already provide that efficiency gain, however. Europe is now driving this technology,
and the US will most likely follow once the NEC gets more
friendly towards ungrounded PV systems.
Higher levels of inverter integration will also come to
play in advanced inverter designs. As PV system installation labor increasingly becomes a larger piece of the total
installed cost, more components and functionality are
added to inverters. Disconnects, subcombiners, string combiners, communications and data monitoring are just a few
of the things integrated today by various inverter manufacturers. Adding other functions, such as integrated revenue grade monitoring, PV system weather sensor inputs,
interaction with PV array trackers, solar concentrators and
other gear, further simplifies overall PV system installation.
Increased integration will also result in more building block
approaches, simplifying large commercial and utility scale
systems and providing a great value in large, very expensive
PV systems. Advanced integral data monitoring, providing
system performance predictions and reporting, will further
optimize system performance. These reports will alert customers or service personnel to potential system issues and
gradual changes in array performance before any significant
energy production is lost.
Future advances in central grid-tied inverters—and
eventually string inverters as well—will likely also include
some type of utility interaction to support the grid in times
of distress. This might include the inverter remaining online

Future advances in grid-tied inverters
will likely include some type of utility
interaction to support the grid in times
of distress.

INVERTERS IN THE FUTURE
The PV industry is an exciting place to be. As we charge
toward gird parity, market growth in the US and the rest
of the world accelerates, outstripping PV module production capacity at times. Inverters remain critical PV system
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during a brownout or other voltage events, even during frequency events, giving the utility more time to make adjustments or isolate circuits to remedy the problem and preventing even larger grid instability or a propagated blackout.
Currently, if the grid voltage or frequency goes outside of the
windows specified in IEEE 1547, all grid-tied inverters must
go offline, which likely accelerates grid failure. Utility control
of PV inverters and other discontinuous sources might make
it possible to remedy some grid problems. Because inverters draw their sine wave current waveforms in many increments, the differential control of these increments can help
specifically to adjust the grid voltage waveform, minimizing
or correcting power factor or other problems created by certain loads in the area.
Another area for the advancement of inverters and gridtied renewable energy systems will likely involve energy
storage. As a larger portion of our power generation capacity comes from discontinuous sources of energy, like PV and
wind, storage becomes more important. A future component of large commercial PV systems might include on-site
energy storage with utility control or based on time of use
costs for electricity. With increasing amounts of PV power
processed by DSP-controlled inverters, there are many critical functions that inverters can incorporate as the industry
progresses. As these potentials are realized, PV power will
become an increasingly widespread and important portion
of our energy infrastructure.
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Interview

An Experienced Perspective

Rhone Resch, Solar Energy
Industries Association
Engineering the National Solar Agenda
hone Resch is not just the president and CEO of SEIA, the Solar
Energy Industries Association; he is
also the proud owner of a 6 kW gridtied PV system that powers his home
in Washington, D.C. A registered lobbyist with over 15 years of experience
working on clean energy development
and climate change issues, Rhone is
responsible for both SEIA’s operations
and implementing its strategic priorities.
—Solar Pro Technical Editor David
Brearley spoke on the phone with Rhone
the day after President Obama’s inauguration and again after passage of H.R. 1,
The American Recovery and Reinvestment
Act, on Feb. 13.
DB: You must be optimistic about working with the new administration. Do you
think we will see progress on global
warming legislation? What form do you
think this legislation is likely to take? And
what kind of schedule do you anticipate
for a vote?

RR: Yes, we are absolutely going to
see global warming legislation introduced this year. It will be in the form
of a cap-and-trade program. It will be
a fairly substantial rewrite of the bills
we saw last year. You now have Henry
Waxman as the chairman of the House
Energy and Commerce Committee and
Congressman Ed Markey leading the
climate initiative. So you have two very
pro command-and-control officials
who are going to lead the effort to pass
this legislation.
My sense is you will see legislation
developed over the course of the next
2 or 3 months that will be very favorable for solar energy. It will include
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substantial incentives,
as well as opportunities
for solar to participate in
the carbon marketplace.
I think the big effort
that we are making as
an industry is to ensure
that those technologies
that generate carbon-free
electricity are able to
monetize that carbonfree generation and to
receive credits for it. That
certainly hasn’t been the
case in the past.
DB: What SEIA asked for
in the second round of the
stimulus package changed
in a meaningful way. The
investment tax credit is
secured for 8 years, but
SEIA announced that it
would like to see that credit
changed to a tax refund.
Can you put this in perspective for our audience?

Courtesy seia.org

R

Rhone Resch, president and CEO of SEIA Current
economic conditions have reduced the effectiveness
of tax credits for solar, but SEIA achieved short-term
stimulus measures to keep the industry growing.

RR: The problem for
an economy in a recession is that
the typical tax equity players are no
longer participating in the tax equity
market. In 2007 and 2008, there were
about 20 companies that participated
in this tax equity market. Today,
there are only five. So monetizing
the investment tax credit for solar or
the production tax credit for wind
has become much more complicated
and expensive. And even though we
had a long-term extension of our tax
credits, the economy is making that
incentive unusable at this point.

What we have asked Congress and
the Administration to do is adjust
the tax credits so that they can be
used during a recession. Originally,
we asked for refundability. This would
have meant that if you didn’t pay taxes
this year, you could still get 30% of the
cost of the system. It would come in
the form of a refund from the Treasury. We received a lot of pushback
on refundability. If we get that, every
industry out there with a business tax
credit is going to ask for refundability.
Therefore, legislators are unwilling to
go there. c o n ti n u ed o n pa g e 8 8

Save
the Date
for the first-ever
PV America —
a conference for
the PV industry!

Philadelphia • June 8 – 10, 2009
The Solar Energy Industries Association (SEIA) and the Institute

Exhibit Sales
Are NOW Open

of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) present the
premier PV-focused industry conference and trade show in
the U.S. Programming from IEEE’s renowned Photovoltaic

Go to www.seia.org for more
information or call Paul Bascomb
at 800-564-4220 to reserve your
space today.

Specialists Conference (June 7 – 12, 2009) is paired with
SEIA’s policy and market development expertise to give you
the most current updates on PV technology, industry trends
and business opportunities. All proceeds of the event go
toward advocacy work to advance policy and expand
the U.S. solar industry market.

Who Should Attend:
• PV manufacturers, distributors
and installers

• Connect with industry professionals and policy-makers

• Industry financiers, analysts
and investors

• Learn about emerging PV markets in the U.S., such as PV
America’s host city of Philadelphia and the Mid-Atlantic.

• Project developers
• Researchers, educators and
technical specialists

• Gain cutting-edge technical information on PV cell design,
materials, manufacturing, and deployment.

• Federal, state and local
government officials

• Hear updates on state, regional and national business and
legislative issues that impact the industry.

•….and you!

Go to www.seia.org for more information!

Don’t miss the first ever PV America!
Presented by:

Partners:

Sponsored by:
Solar Advocate:

Solar Supporter:

Solar Contributor:

Interview
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Then we said,
“What about a grant
program?” They are
open to the idea of
having the tax credit
monetized through a
direct grant. If you put
in a $1 million solar
system, you would be
eligible for a $300,000
grant from DOE. The
catch, of course, is that
the solar energy system
has to be put into service within 2 years.
This is a short-term stimulative measure
to try to keep the industry growing.
We have also made some other
adjustments to the investment tax
credit in this bill that I think are very
important—slightly esoteric but very
important. The first is subsidized energy
financing. If you receive a low interest
loan from a community or state program, you have to decrease the basis on
which you take the 30% tax credit by
the full value of the loan. So if you have
a $50,000 system and you get a $50,000
loan—and that loan is at a 2% interest
rate—currently you can’t use the federal
tax credit. What we have done is remove
that subsidized energy financing clause,
so if you do receive low interest loans
you can still use the 30% tax credit.
This is particularly valuable to
a program like the one in Berkeley,
California, which is simply the City
issuing bonds that it will use to finance
the installation of solar in homes and
businesses. Homeowners then have an
increased property tax assessment on
their homes for the amount of the solar
system. They can pay that off over time
through their property taxes. The beauty
of this program is it becomes a very low
interest loan to homeowners and small
businesses; it removes the upfront cost
of installing solar almost completely.
If someone were to sell the house or
the building, the solar energy system
conveys as property to the next owner.
You eliminate the whole issue of people
not wanting to install solar, thinking
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they will sell their house
within 4 years.
DB: Are there any other
changes that SEIA was
able to incorporate into the
second stimulus package?

RR: One of the other
changes was the removal
of the 30% cap for solar
water heating. That’s
a big one for us. When
Congress removed the
cap last October, it applied only to solar
electric property. What they are doing in
the bill right now is to remove the solar
water heating $2,000 cap to make it a
true 30% tax credit. That would be for
heating and cooling systems in homes as
well as hot water heating systems.
Another adjustment is in government procurement. The government is
the largest consumer of electricity in the
world, and we think it’s important for the
federal government to green government
buildings. About $6 billion in government
procurement programs will have a solar
component.
Another priority item is a manufacturing tax credit. What we achieved is a
30% credit for all of the capital equipment
that is put in place in a new factory or
an expansion of a factory in the United
States. We want to make sure that the
next solar factories are built here in the
US rather than overseas. This provision
had pretty strong bipartisan support
because everybody wants to back manufacturing jobs.
DB: A lot of our readers represent smaller
solar businesses in many different markets throughout the country. How would
you suggest those companies prioritize
their SEIA support if funds are limited? Is
it more important for them to be supporting state chapters or supporting the
national organization?

RR: (Chuckle) Well, I’m slightly biased,
as you can imagine. I think it’s twofold.
Right now, our entire business model is
dependent upon incentives and

policies that create markets for solar.
Historically, those policies came at
the state level.
Increasingly, we are seeing the federal
government create incentives that open
up national markets. I think it’s pretty
clear with the Obama Administration
and the 111th Congress that we have a
very unique opportunity to move some
revolutionary legislation for solar. That
is exactly what SEIA is doing. We are
positioning ourselves on all of the issues
I described and others that present
themselves. Unfortunately, that takes
resources. We’ve got a pretty small but
very dedicated team. At this time, there’s
a real need and an opportunity at the federal level. I’m hopeful that companies will
recognize that opportunity and join SEIA.
At the same time, if they have the
resources, supporting their state SEIA
is also very important. As we’ve seen in
New Jersey and so many other states,
good policies and good programs can fall
apart relatively quickly without constant
maintenance and refinement. Therefore,
you need to have state lobbying groups
as well, to help open up those markets.
So I think state SEIAs, the Solar Alliance
and Vote Solar are excellent groups for
achieving that end.
DB: I understand that SEIA has a political
action committee. When was this formed
and why? What additional leverage does
the PAC give SEIA in its lobbying efforts?

RR: I formed the SEIA PAC about 4
years ago, and the reason is very simple.
We want to get officials in office who
support pro-solar policies. When I took
over SEIA 5 years ago, there were very
few members of Congress who had a
strong, active solar agenda. Nobody
opposed it, but we didn’t have any
champions. What we’ve been doing
with the PAC is twofold: support those
who support us and invest in those who
are running against congressmen or
senators who oppose us.
I think one case in point was the
election of Senator Jeanne Shaheen in
New Hampshire. John Sununu last year

had voted against us seven times in
our efforts to get the tax credit to pass.
We held several fundraisers for Jeanne
Shaheen and participated through the
PAC. She ended up winning. We can’t take
credit for the whole election, but we did
our part to support her.
DB: What other tools does SEIA use?

RR: Media is also a very important
tool for us. We utilize the media at
both the national and the local level.
The power of the media is extremely
strong in many of the smaller papers
in the smaller communities, and we
have found that Congress really does
respond to that coverage.
When we combine that with our
grassroots capability, it becomes a very
significant influence on members of
Congress. This last year, we had over
200,000 letters written to members
of Congress in support of the ITC

extension, which is pretty remarkable.
When you can mobilize that many
people, you tend to get the elected officials in Congress to pay attention. I think
our grassroots effort is just as important
as anything we did last year.
DB: The last thing I want to touch on
is the PV America Conference, June 8
through 10 of this year in Philadelphia.
How will the conference differ from Intersolar North America or the Solar Power
International Conference?

RR: I think that the biggest difference is
we’re holding it on the East Coast. We
certainly are not looking to replicate
or to take away from the Solar Power
show, but rather to complement it. We
want to provide a conference that goes
into greater technical detail, something
that has more of a training focus. It’s
just focused on PV. It will have a strong
finance component with our proximity

to New York and the ability to attract a
fantastic suite of speakers.
One of the major reasons we’re doing
this is to create more markets, which
does generate additional revenue for the
industry. We’re very specific about partnering with Mid-Atlantic SEIA. They’ll
get a big portion of any profits from the
show. We are partnering with many
organizations that do advocacy, and we
are putting our proceeds right back into
building more markets for solar energy.
That’s certainly not the case for 90% of
the conferences out there.
If readers need to decide between
going to PV America and some other
trade show, they can think of it like
this: “The 400 bucks I’ll spend on this
show goes to a good cause. At the end
of the day it’s really going to help my
business. So it makes sense for me to
attend this one.”
Read the full interview at solarprofessional.com

Build your business by joining forces with SMA.
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With unprecedented growth projected in the renewable energy
industry, competition is getting ﬁerce. Are you ready?

» Customized Marketing Materials
» Free Annual Training
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» Priority Technical Service

Join the Sunny PRO Club and give your business the edge it
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Training
Industry-specific training and educational opportunities are essential to the success of your business.
Whether you are training new employees or in need
of NABCEP continuing education credits, SolarPro
is proud to offer this training schedule as a resource
to you and your business. Manufacturers, community colleges, renewable energy associations and
other dedicated training centers are invited to
become subscribers and register events online at
solarprofessional.com/training.

April
Off-Grid Systems for
Professionals
Solar Living Institute
Apr 4 – Apr 5
Hopland, CA
$295
N
solarliving.org
Advanced PV: Design Criteria
& NEC
Solar Energy International
Apr 6 – Apr 10
Salt Lake City, UT
$895
ISPQ/N-CE
solarenergy.org
PV Design & Installation
Intensive
Solar Living Institute
Apr 8 – Apr 12
Los Angeles, CA
$850
solarliving.org
Solar PV Systems Introduction
& Installation
Applied Professional Training
Apr 13 – Apr 17
Carlsbad, CA
$1,195
N-TP:PV/N-CE
aptc.edu
Solar 101 Hands-On
DC Power Systems
Apr 15 – Apr 16
Healdsburg, CA
$350
dcpower-systems.com
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Training accreditation key
ISPQ

Institute of Sustainable Power Quality program or provider

N-EL

NABCEP PV Entry Level Certificate of Knowledge approved
provider

N-TP:PV

NABCEP Board recognized training provider for PV installer
exam qualification

N-TP:ST

NABCEP Board recognized training provider for solar
thermal installer exam qualification

N-CE

NABCEP continuing education credit provider

N

Instructor holds NABCEP installer certification

Solar Sales, Marketing
& Economics
Solar Energy International
Apr 17 – Apr 18
Califon, NJ
$495
ISPQ/N-CE
solarenergy.org
Basic PV & Site Assessment
altE university
Apr 20 – Apr 21
Hudson, MA
$300
workshops.altenergystore.com
Grid-Tied PV
Solar Energy International
Apr 20 – Apr 24
Califon, NJ
$895
ISPQ/N-EL
solarenergy.org
Solar PV Systems Introduction
& Installation
Applied Professional Training
Apr 20 – Apr 24
Houston, TX
$1,195
N-TP:PV/N-CE
aptc.edu
Solar Boot Camp
Boots on the Roof
Apr 20 – Apr 25
Fremont, CA
$3,595
N-EL/N-TP:PV/N
bootsontheroof.com
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Continuing Education for the Pro

PV Design ONLINE
Solar Energy International
Apr 20 – May 31 ONLINE
$795
ISPQ/N-EL
solarenergy.org
Intermediate PV Design &
Installation
altE university
Apr 22 – Apr 24
Hudson, MA
$450
workshops.altenergystore.com
PV Design & Installation
Intensive
Solar Living Institute
Apr 22 – Apr 26
Hopland, CA
$850
N
solarliving.org
Solar Sales & Marketing
Solar Living Institute
Apr 23
Los Angeles, CA
$260
solarliving.org
Economics of Solar:
Making the Financial Case
Solar Living Institute
Apr 24
Los Angeles, CA
$260
solarliving.org
Commercial Solar Economics
& Financing
Solar Living Institute
Apr 25
Los Angeles, CA
$260
solarliving.org

Advanced PV Design &
Installation
altE university
Apr 27 – May 1
Hudson, MA
$900
workshops.altenergystore.com
PV Lab Week
Solar Energy International
Apr 27 – May 1
Paonia, CO
$1,195
ISPQ/N-CE
solarenergy.org
Advanced PV ONLINE
Solar Energy International
Apr 27 – Jun 7 ONLINE
$795
ISPQ/N-CE
solarenergy.org
NW Solar Expo Professional
Training Conference
OSEIA
Apr 28 – May 2
Portland, OR
$ to be determined
nwsolarexpo.com

May
PV Design & Installation
Intensive
Solar Living Institute
May 4 – May 8
Hopland, CA
$850
N
solarliving.org

Solar PV Systems Introduction
& Installation
Applied Professional Training
May 4 – May 8
Orlando, FL
$1,195
N-TP:PV/N-CE
aptc.edu

Solar PV Systems Introduction
& Installation
Applied Professional Training
May 18 – May 22
Houston, TX
$1,195
N-TP:PV/N-CE
aptc.edu

PV Design & Installation
Solar Energy International
May 4 – May 15
Paonia, CO
$2,095
ISPQ/N-CE
solarenergy.org

NABCEP Test Preparation
DC Power Systems
May 20 – May 21
Healdsburg, CA
$350
dcpower-systems.com

Solar PV Systems Introduction
& Installation
Applied Professional Training
May 11 – May 15
Carlsbad, CA
$1,195
N-TP:PV/N-CE
aptc.edu
PV Design ONLINE
Solar Energy International
May 11 – Jun 21 ONLINE
$795
ISPQ/N-EL
solarenergy.org
PV Design & Installation
Intensive
Solar Living Institute
May 12 – May 16
San Francisco, CA
$850
solarliving.org
Solar Success! Training Event
Conergy and ASES
May 13 – May 14
Buffalo, NY (at ASES Solar)
$250
N-CE/N
conergy.us
Solar Hot Water
Solar Energy International
May 18 – May 22
Carbondale, CO
$895
ISPQ/N-TP:ST
solarenergy.org

Solar Water Heating
Installation Lab for
Professionals
Artha Sustainable Living Center
May 21 – May 23
Milwaukee, WI
$420
N-TP:ST
arthaonline.com
Introduction to Solar Domestic
Hot Water for Installers
altE university
May 26
Hudson, MA
$150
workshops.altenergystore.com
Solar Water Heating Design &
Installation
altE university
May 27 – May 29
Hudson, MA
$500
workshops.altenergystore.com
Solar Water Pumping
Solar Energy International
May 28 – May 29
Paonia, CO
$395
ISPQ/N-TP:ST
solarenergy.org

June
PV Design & Installation—
Women Only
Solar Energy International
Jun 1 – Jun 12
Paonia, CO
$2,095
ISPQ/N-EL
solarenergy.org

PV Design ONLINE
Solar Energy International
Jun 1 – Jul 12 ONLINE
$795
ISPQ/N-EL
solarenergy.org
Solar Water Heating Intensive
Solar Living Institute
Jun 6 – Jun 7
Hopland, CA
$300
solarliving.org
Basic PV & Site Assessment
altE university
Jun 8 – Jun 9
Hudson, MA
$300
workshops.altenergystore.com
Solar PV Systems Introduction
& Installation
Applied Professional Training
Jun 8 – Jun 12
Carlsbad, CA
$1,195
N-TP:PV/N-CE
aptc.edu
Advanced PV ONLINE
Solar Energy International
Jun 8 – Jul 19 ONLINE
$795
ISPQ/N-CE
solarenergy.org
Intermediate PV Design
& Installation
altE university
Jun 10 – Jun 12
Hudson, MA
$450
workshops.altenergystore.com
PV Design & Installation
Intensive
Solar Living Institute
Jun 10 – Jun 14
Hopland, CA
$850
N
solarliving.org
Solar PV Systems Introduction
& Installation
Applied Professional Training
Jun 15 – Jun 19
Houston, TX
$1,195
N-TP:PV/N-CE
aptc.edu

Advanced Grid-Tied Case
Studies
DC Power Systems
Jun 18
WI (at MWREF)
$250
dcpower-systems.com
Solar PV Systems Introduction
& Installation
Applied Professional Training
Jun 22 – Jun 26
Orlando, FL
$1,195
N-TP:PV/N-CE
aptc.edu
Advanced PV Systems
Solar Living Institute
Jun 24 – Jun 28
Hopland, CA
$895
N
solarliving.org
Advanced Grid-Tied Case
Studies
DC Power Systems
Jun 25
Sacramento, CA
$250
dcpower-systems.com
PV Lab Week
Solar Energy International
Jun 29 – Jul 3
Paonia, CO
$1,195
ISPQ/N-CE
solarenergy.org

Anytime
PV Installer
Step Up Education
ONLINE
$1,295
solarclassesonline.com
Entry Level Program
Step Up Education
ONLINE
$995
solarclassesonline.com

Have a professional training
you would like to post?
Visit:
solarprofessional.com/
training
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Projects

System Profiles

COMMERCIAL GRID-DIRECT FLOATOVOLTAICS SYSTEM:

Far Niente Winery
Overview
DESIGNER: Dan Berger, senior project

designer, SPG Solar, spgsolar.com
LEAD INSTALLER: Mike Ewers,

installation foreman, SPG Solar
DATE COMMISSIONED: May 2008
LOCATION: Oakville, CA, 38.4° N
C ou r te sy spgsola r.c om (2)

SOLAR RESOURCE: 5.56 kWh/m2/day
RECORD LOW/AVERAGE HIGH
TEMPERATURE: 23°F / 89°F
ARRAY CAPACITY: 478 kW STC
AVERAGE ANNUAL AC PRODUCTION:

618,272 kWh

Equipment Specifications
MODULES: 2,296 Sharp ND-208U1,

208 W STC, +10%/-5%, 7.3 Imp, 28.5
Vmp, 8.13 Isc, 36.1 Voc
INVERTERS: 3-phase, 480 Vac sys-

tem, 1 Satcon Power Gate AE-50060-PV-A, 500 kW, 600 Vdc maximum
input, 295–600 Vdc MPPT range
ARRAY: 14 modules per circuit (2,912
W, 7.3 Imp, 399.0 Vmp, 8.13 Isc,
505.4 Voc), 164 circuits total
(477,568 W, 1,197.2 Imp, 399.0 Vmp,
1,333.32 Isc, 505.4 Voc)
ARRAY COMBINERS: 21 Thompson

Technology Industries (TTI) String
Watch combiner boxes (19 @ 8
circuits, 1 @ 7 circuits, 1 @ 5 circuits)
with 7 Square D HU363 100 A, 600
Vdc heavy duty safety switches
SYSTEM MONITORING:

Proprietary TTI SunSpot monitoring
system with interactive kiosk
ARRAY INSTALLATION: TTI Floatovoltaics pontoon mount (206.7 kW
subarray) and TTI Adjustable-Tilt
Ground Mount (270.8 kW subarray);
180° azimuth, 20° tilt
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T

he Far Niente
Winery PV system
presented a variety of
unique design, permit
and installation challenges. SPG Solar was
tasked with zeroing
out the client’s electric
bill by fitting as much
PV as possible onto
an existing gray water
treatment pond and
a triangular lot, both
about one acre each.
Mounting solutions from Thompson
Technology Industries (TTI) optimized
the available areas. A TTI Floatovoltaics system, a mounting platform for PV
installations on bodies of water, was used
atop the treatment pond. For the array
on land, SPG Solar used TTI’s AdjustableTilt Ground Mount.
Anchoring the Floatovoltaics system
to counter wind uplift and a fluctuating
water level while maintaining orientation and providing maintenance access
presented design challenges. The existing aerators required rearranging. A

wastewater engineer helped
SPG Solar prove that the
system would not degrade
the health of the pond.
An existing PG&E utility
transformer was upgraded
to accommodate the inverter’s nameplate kVA. This
upgrade allows for future
facility growth at the winery.
The new primary required
access through a neighbor’s
property via a utility easement and permission from the California
Department of Fish and Game to cross a
small stream. Step-up and -down 480 V
to 4,160 V transformers and an existing
spare conduit were used to transmit the
power 3,500 feet. Meteorologic and PV
monitoring data is wirelessly transmitted
the same distance using repeaters.
“An added benefit from the Floatovoltaics
system is that the shade it creates lowers
the pond’s biological oxygen demand by
diminishing UV, temperature and algae
growth. This reduces the time the aerators
are on and therefore their energy use.”

—Dan Berger, SPG Solar
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CUSTOM ALUMINUM EXTRUSION SINCE 1946, SUPPORTING SOLAR ENERGY TODAY!

Have your own dies made for solar panel frames and mounting hardware.
As a U.S. supplier, Futura Industries is committed to providing our
customers with Reliability and Responsiveness. Let us prove it to you!
• Shortest consistent lead times

• Single source supplier

• Competitively priced

• Engineering support

• Exceptional quality

• Stocking programs

• JIT programs

• Tight tolerances

800.824.2049 toll free • www.futuraind.com • www.tslots.com
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Projects
COMMERCIAL SOLAR THERMAL SYSTEM:

Ulster County Community College
Overview
Designer: Patrick Gallagher,

owner, Gallagher Solar Thermal,
solarthermalsolution.com
Lead installers: Patrick Gallagher
C ou r te sy sola r th e r m a lsolu tion . c o m ( 2 )

and Derek Quigley, Gallagher Solar
Thermal
Date commissioned: August 2008
Installation timeframe: 40 hours
Location: Stone Ridge, NY, 41.85° N
Solar resource: 3.78 KWh/m2/day
Annual heating degree days:

5,851
Record low temperature: -19ºF
Collector area: 200 square feet
Average annual production:

12 MWh

Equipment Specifications
Collectors: Five SunEarth EC-40

collectors, 40 square feet each, black
chrome absorber
Storage: Two existing 120 gallon
A.O. Smith tanks preheat a 200 gallon
gas fired water heater
Heat exchanger: Two AET 20

Gallon DBX Drainback Tanks, each
with 20 square foot internal heat
exchangers
Pumps: Drainback/Glycol loop
Grundfos UP 26-96, DHW Grundfos
UP15-42SS
Control: Steca SunEarth 0301U

differential temperature control
Freeze control: Drainback,

propylene glycol
Collector installation:

Sloped roof curbs on flat roof,
collectors sloped 0.25 inch per foot,
145º azimuth, 45° tilt

T

he Senate Gymnasium at Ulster
County Community College (SUNY
Ulster) in Stone Ridge, New York, has
incorporated solar water heating into
its buildings’ efficiency plan to employ
the most cost effective strategy for
reducing energy costs on the campus. The project was included in an
energy efficiency performance contract by Johnson Controls. A drainback

configuration was used, because the
high limit controls the system without any overheating concerns when
school is not in session.
Careful planning helped to avoid
complications or scheduling issues that
can arise when coordinating with other
building trades in a very limited space.
Fortunately, the relatively small mechanical room had a high ceiling, and it was
put to use. Up was the only way to go to
install the drainback tanks.
Another hurdle was the flat roof.
The collectors were oriented 35° East
of South due to the truss construction.
The reduced heating capacity of the
slightly less than optimal orientation
was partially offset by the reflected
radiation from the white roof surface.
“This project is a testament to the training
and knowledge shared by solar pros like Bill
Guiney, Rich Bonte and Tom Lane. These
guys, with a combined experience of almost
100 years, have encouraged, instructed and
mentored people like me as we try to build
awareness in communities and governments
that solar thermal will fit on an awful lot of
roofs. It has unlimited application for power
generation and energy independence, one
shower at a time.”

—Patrick Gallagher,
Gallagher Solar Thermal
94
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The Heliotex™ System
(Pat. Pending) automatically
cleans your solar panels.
 Power loss of up to 25% or
more is eliminated
 A deionized water ﬁlter
eliminates hard water spotting
 Avoid expensive manual cleaning,
potential liability, personal injury
or damage to roof and panels
 Biodegradable soap does not injure
solar panels, plants or animals
 Automatically program washing
and rinsing cycles

Wash away solar panel power loss.

Protect your solar panels from theft. Keep your solar panels safe
with Heliolox™ Locking Fasteners. Secure and lock solar panels
in one step with the patented Heliolox Solar Panel Locking
fasteners. With key availability restricted, they are close to
tamper proof, impossible to duplicate, and are designed to
withstand pressure, expansion and contraction.
TO LEAR N MO RE:

W WW.HELI OT EX.COM

PHONE:

800-280-6976

OR

760-837-0390
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RESIDENTIAL GRID-DIRECT PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM:

Checco Residence
Overview
Designer: Randy Hatch, director of

engineering, Third Sun Solar and Wind
Power, third-sun.com
Lead installer: Tim McMillian,
field manager, Third Sun Solar and
Wind Power
Date commissioned: January 2009
Installation timeframe: 2 days
Location: Cincinnati, OH, 39º N
solar resource: 4.5 kWh/m2/day
C ou r te sy th ird-su n .c om (2)

Record low/average high
temperature: -25ºF / 87ºF
Array capacity: 5.4 kW STC
Average annual ac production:

6.42 MWh

Equipment Specifications
Modules: 24 SunPower SPR 225

BLK, 225 W STC, +5%/-5%, 5.49 Imp,
41.0 Vmp, 5.87 Isc, 48.5 Voc
Inverter: SunPower SPR 5000m, 5
kW, 600 Vdc maximum input, 250–480
Vdc MPPT range
Array: Eight modules per series
string (1,800 W STC, 5.49 Imp, 328
Vmp, 5.87 Isc, 388 Voc) with three
paralleled strings (5,400 W STC, 16.47
Imp, 328 Vmp, 17.61 Isc, 388 Voc)
Array installation: Roof mount
on composition shingle, SunPower
SmartMount racking, 180º azimuth,
30º tilt
Array combiner: Inverter inte-

grated, 15 A fuses
System monitoring: Inverter-

based kWh meter

Do you have a recent PV
or thermal project we should
consider for publication in
SolarPro?
Visit: solarprofessional.com/
projects
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he Checco home is located in the
T
Clifton neighborhood of Cincinnati,
a historic area of Victorian-era homes.

This home, however, did not lend itself to
optimal solar mounting due to its small
roof size and significant shading from
mature trees. The owner constructed a
backyard garage on the north end of the
lot with a solar array in mind. The garage
also serves as an artists’ studio for the
homeowners.
The design process started with a
review of the customer’s historic energy
usage, which was adjusted for recommended energy efficiency measures.
Third Sun then collaborated with the
customer’s architect to determine an
appropriate roof orientation, size and
pitch for the garage. The locations of the
modules, inverter and BOS were carefully
planned with future expansion in mind.
There is room on the roof to double the
array capacity, as well as enough wall
space in the garage to add a second
inverter at a later date.
Taking advantage of a state grant
program of $3.50/watt reduced the
gross cost of the system. The federal tax
credit for residential installations also

applied, resulting in a net cost for the
customer that is competitive with existing utility rates.
“This installation is straightforward on the
surface: new-build, residential construction, asphalt shingle roof. But a great deal
of careful planning was required, involving
multiple parties: owner, architect and
GC. The reason this project works—and
works well for our customer—is because
a significant design investment was made
at the beginning.”

—Randy Hatch, Third Sun Solar
and Wind Power

Satcon. Clean power in any environment.

Utility Ready

Advanced

Solar PV Inverters

Monitoring & Control

Next Generation
Edge™ MPPT

Broad Range
30 kW–1 MW

PowerGate Plus. Rugged. Reliable. Proven.
Commercial and Utility Ready
The world’s largest solar installations depend on
Satcon® PowerGate® Plus inverters to maximize
power production and increase profitability.
Featuring Edge,™ Satcon’s next-generation MPPT
solution, as well as a rugged outdoor-rated
enclosure and a temperature rating of up to 50º C
(122º F), PowerGate Plus optimizes throughput,
even in the harshest climates.

Advanced Command and Control

Broad Range of Power Ratings
With 11 power ratings—ranging from
30 kW to 1 MW (UL and CE certified)—
Satcon offers the widest range of solar PV
inverter solutions in the industry.

PowerGate Plus solutions increase efficiency by
combining sophisticated system intelligence with
in-depth performance monitoring, providing you
with the industry’s most advanced level of PV
system command and control.

Learn More
Please visit satcon.com/go/pvinverters.

©2009 Satcon Technology Corporation. All rights reserved. Satcon and PowerGate
are registered trademarks, and Edge is a trademark, of Satcon Technology Corporation.

